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President's Message

The

•

us1ness
am pleased to have this opportunity to share with you
my president's report for 2000. Earlier versions of this
n1essage were delivered at the Reunion and Matriculation Convocations this past June and Septen1ber, but
given what I take to be the titneliness of the topic, I
would like to offer this iteration to the wider Lawrence fan1ily.
As I trust you know, Lawrence enjoyed many accotnplishtnents in the past year and into this one - a number of which
are featured in other parts of this issue of Lawrence Today including the completion, opening, and dedication of Science Hall.
Richard Warch, 14th president of Lawrence Univemty. t'i
a member of the executive committee of the Annapolts
Group, an a-;sociation of America's finest liberal arts college\.
I le became president of Lawrence Univer-;ity in 1979, .tfter
serving the college for two years as vice-president for academic
affitir-; and professor of history. Named one of the top 100
college presidents in a national study of effective presidents,
his 21-ycar tenure is the second longest Lawrence presidency, exceeded only by that of Samuel Plantz, president
from 1894 to 1924. Prior to coming to Lawrence, he was an
assoctatc professor of history and American studies at Yale
Universtty. associate dean of Yale College, and din:ctor of
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summer plans and director of the Ytsttmg f.1culty program at
Yale. A graduate ofWilliams College, J>remient Warch holds
the B.Div. from the Yale Divinity School (having studied
also at the University ofEdinburgh), and the Ph.D. in American studies from Yale University. Co-edttor of the volume
jol111 BrofiJI1 in the Great Lives Observed Series and author of
Srhool (~{the Prophets: Yale College 1701-1740, he has written
widely on topics in American rcligiom history, liberal education, and history; served as a consultant (()r colleges and
universities, public schools, and the National Endowment for
the Humanities; and chaired a Wisconsin Governor's Task
ForcL' on Student Debt.

Richard Warch
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That facility is the latest in a series of investments the college
has made in its acadenuc infrastructure, and we are following the constmction of this state-of-the-art science facility
with the renovation of Y oungchild H all, which should be
completed next sununer.
Together, the two buiJdings- which are connected by a
three-story atrium- wiiJ provide a first-rate complex for our
programs in the natural sciences. In addition, we have undertaken extensive renovations of Main Hall, including the installation of a humanities computing laboratory, and work also
continues on restoration of the Chapel.
That recitation provides an apt segue to the topic of this
report. Several months ago, Arthur Levine, president of
Teacher's College in New York, wrote an op-ed piece in The
Ne111 York Times titled "The Soul of a New University.'' His
basic point, one that I, for one, find excessively fanlliiar if not
fi·iendly, is that "the rise of online education and other new
technologies has enonnous implications" for higher education,
few of them encouraging. Levine spoke with what he styled
the "new breed" of students and asked them 'what relationship
they wanted witl1 their colleges. They professed to want the
relationship to be like the one they have '\vith a utility company, supennarket, or bank; they wanted convenience, service,
quality, and affordability.
Levine goes on to bolster his argument with this illustration. "It is possible right now for a professor to give a lecture
in Cairo, for me to attend that lecture [in New York], and for
another student to attend it in Tokyo. It is possible for all of
us to feel we're sitting in the same classroom. It is possible for
me to nudge (via e-mail) the student from Tokyo and say 'I
missed the professor's last comment. What was it?'; have my
question translated into J apanese; and have the answer back in
English in seconds. It is possible for the professor to point to
me and my Japanese colleague and say '1 want you to prepare
a project for next week's class.' If we can do all that, why do
we need the physical place called the college?"
Let's leave aside the obvious rut-picking problem of having Levine communicate in English to a student in Japan who
needs the question translated into Japanese. What language do
we suppose the professor in Cairo is using? The more significant question is Levine's last: "Why do we need the physical
place called the college?" Later in his essay, he puts it this way:
"Colleges and universities are not in the campus business but
the education business.,.
I will confess that I bristled at that last remark. Lawrence
has made major investments in our physical facilities over the
past 20 years -nearly $57 million in new construction alone
- and so Levine's critique hit a nerve. Nonetheless, Levine is
not alone in making such assertions. A few years ago, the
futurist guru Peter Drucker made a comparable claim, writing
that the ubiquity of the information revolution means that
"the college won't survive as a residential institution" and that,
in 30 years, "university campuses will be relics."
These arguments do grab our attention. Surely, infonnarion technologies of all sorts, the World Wide Web, CD-
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ROMS, online courses, distance learning, the whole kit and
caboodJe of digital innovations and enhancements are not
things we can ignore. And we haven't. We've got fiber optics
connecting the campus, e-mail accounts for everybody, connections to the Internet galore, and a campus website, and we
are in the process of installing a new administrative infonnation system, and more.
Information technology is a growing presence in the acadenuc program; two years ago we established the position of
director of instructional technology in order to provide greater
coherence and impetus for this important aspect of teaching
and learning at Lawrence. Last j une, Dean of the Faculty Brian
Rosenberg was one of 125 academic leaders who met at MiddJebury College at a Summit on Technology in Liberal Arts
Colleges to deliberate on questions of future developments and
colJabora.tions in this arena. Here at home, members of the fitculty have created web pages for courses in mathematics, government, English, and psychology. They h.:we developed
online exercises in French, biology, philosophy, and computer
science. Nearly every department utilizes instntetional technology in some way, from classics using the Perseus Project to
explore the ancient world, to theatre using computer-assisted
design (CAD) programs to design sets. If you log on to the
Lawrence website, you can see underwater photographs from
our Marine Biology Term, read hist01ical legal cases, quiz
yourself in French, improve your knowledge of logic, visualize algorithms, and listen to Freshman Studies lectures.
Students, of course, are the prime users of these many
resources. They create web sites for term projects and use
PowerPoint for in-class presentations. Students in the conservatory use computers for a variety of purposes, which include
composing and arranging music, utilizing sequencing and
notation programs, and learning the techniques of basic film
scoting and multi-media production, as well as digital audio
recording, editing, and mastering. Undergraduates make use of
resources on the Web to conduct research - and faculty have
access to a nifty service called plagiatism.com to be sure their
students are respecting the Honor Code when they cite webbased sources in their papers. We have access, through the
library, to more than 1 ,500 electronic books, more than 200
electronic journals, and over 100 online databases, many in
full-text.
We certainly understand the growing sign1ficance of
infonnation technologies in advancing our educational mission
and have made investments in a full array of them as a consequence. We have four computer labs in Briggs Hall- for economics, statistics, mathematics-computer science, and psychology and the new Science Hall and the renovated
Y oungchild Hall wiiJ be home to a total of six computer labs,
including specialized facilities dedicated to computational
physics, environmental studies, and molecular modeling. As I
already mentioned, we have just equipped Main Hall with a
humanities computing laboratory to serve the discip)jnes and
departments in the "old core" of the college.
WhiJe there is obviously much more to be accomplished

e certainly understand the growing significance of information
technologies in advancing our educational mi ssion and have
made investments in a full array of them as a cons e que nce .

in these areas, and while new opportunities will undoubtedly
confront us and command our attention and response, it is fair
to say that we have hardly been Luddites in this respect, and
we certainly do not want said of Lawrence what one wag once
said about histonam: "Lucky fellows, their future is all behind
them." But, like historians, we can and should learn from the
past and seek to understand and promote for the 21st century
why Lawrence - despite major and ongoing mvestments in
technologies - should remain in the campus business.
Fir<it, let me provtde a little historical context. From their
inception in the 17th century through the great movement of
college creation in the 19th century into the present - the
University of Phoenix and other virtual universities notwithstanding - American colleges and universities, with ft:w
exceptions, have been situated on campuses, a mode of educational operation we derived from England, albeit giving that
mode a particular American stamp. It is important to note that
this fact is not accidental but deliberate. In 1671, the governing board of Harvard explicitly stated: "It is well known what
advantage to Learning accrues by the multitude of persons
cohabiting for scholasticall communion, whereby to actuate
the minds of one another. and other waies to promote the ends
of a Colledge-SociCty."
In the early years of the American college, that communion was typically housed in a single building, as was the case
hert' with Main Hall, which for many years housed students,
professors, classrooms. a chapel. the library, and a dining room.
The idea of having students reside on campus had its criticsin I ROO Reverend Manasseh Cutler referred to dormitories as
"the secret nurseries of every vice and the cages of unclean
birds"- but since the alternative was to have students take up
lodgings in town, most college proponents argued for the residential model. The famous Yale Report of 1828 asserted that
"the parental character of college government requires that the
students should be so collected as to constitute one family,"
and thus saw student residences as necessary. In the early
19th century, in fact, there was some debate about whether or
not such residences should be constructed on the German system, that is, with larger rooms that could acconunodate many
students, or the French system, which favored more private
rooms.
Whatever the choice, college dormitories were w1dely

viewed as essential ingredients in the educational and social
development of the students, to say nothing of keeping them
in check. At late 19th-century Lawrence. student~ were scattered about town in private residences, a tact chat led President
Huntley to tell the trustees, "Give us a Ladies l3mldmg, and
you will hear no more about lawlessness at Lawrence." Students were evidently disregarding the mle that tht'y were to be
in their rooms from seven at night until seven the next moming, which led Huntley to say that "a system of espionage such
as is necessary to enforce our study hours rule would require a
force almost equal to the number of students themselves."
Better to have them all on campus, where they could be monItored. The eventual result of Huntley's plea was the consmtction of Ormsby Hall.
One of the great architects of the American campus was,
of course, Thomas Jefferson, whose plan for the University of
Virginia envisioned it as an "Academical Village." Rather than
one large building, Jefferson favored a collection of small and
separate lodges for each professor, with a hall below tor his
class, connected by a covered walkway to a barracks (that's his
word) for student lodging. Jefferson imagined that "every professor would be the police officer of the students adjacent to
hts own lodge" and might also sit at the head of their table for
meals. Eliphalet Nott"s program for Union College followed
this model. Nott stipulated that each class was to be pare of
"the family of the officer who instructs them" and that they all
would "lodge in college and board in commons." The great
American landscape architect Frederick Law Olmsted- who
designed Central Park in New York - encouraged the
trustees at the newly established Massachusetts College of
Agriculture to embrace a campus plan that would "include
atTangements designed to favorably affect the habits and inclinations of your students and to qualify them for a wise and
beneficent exercise of the rights and duties of citizens and
householders."
Ideas about the college or university campus evolved and
changed over the centuries. The mania for what was styled
"collegiate Gothic" in the 19th cenntry focused on architeccure that was "venerable" and "substantial," laden \vtth "associations" and conveying the sense that the institutton was "old
and honored." This attitude prevailed into the 20th century,
with a dean at Princeton describing the perfect college as a
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place that had "quadrangles shadowing sunny lawns, towers
and gateways opening into quiet retreats, ivy-grown walls
looking on sheltered gardens, vistas through avenues of arching elms. These arc the places where the affections linger and
where memmies cling like the ivies themselves, and these are
the answers in architecture and scenic setting to the inu11emmial
longings of academic generations." Some architects, echoing
these sentiments, argued for campus plans that would promote
"seclusion and cloistrality," while others resisted that image
and sought instead to create something approaching a "City of
Learning," with boulevard" and buildings arrayed in stately
order.
Any tour of college campuses today will reveal the full
specmtm of these arrangements, with some places appearing
as small municipalities and others as idyllic retreats. But
through it all, the idea] of the residential undergraduate college
continues to have its appeal and its centrality. Even Clark Kerr,
who coined the phrase "the multiversity'. in the 1960s,
acknowledged that "the big campus lacks the inestimable
virtue which the small liberal arts college counts as its halJmark:
the emphasis on the individual which small classes, a residential
environment, and a strong sense of relationship to others ·on
campus give."
What these illustrations convey is the sense that the campus
is designed to serve an educational purpose. Indeed, this was
what President H enry MetTitt Wriston had in mind when he

are and can become."
Further, it seems to me that the kind of teaching and
leaming exemplified by President Garfield's famous statement
about Mark Hopkins on one end of a bench and a student on
the other - a statement that celebrates the centrality of the
teacher connecting directly with the student - represents the
ideal toward which our kinds of college strive. Though
Garfield argued that that relationship was far more significant
than buildings. apparatus, and libraries, I would argue that
buildings. apparatus, and libraries enable and extend the student-fuculty connection. In short, colleges create campuses and
consmtct buildings not only for convenience, not because as I have often said about Lawrence in recent years- we have
an edifice complex, but because we see our educational nussian bound ine:>..'tricably to the setting and to the places where
students and faculty engage each other in common tasks. Thus,
in new construction and in renovations - the atrium and
study areas in Science Hall and the John G. Strange Student
Commons in Main H all being prime examples - we have
created lounges and other infom1al spaces to help enable and
encourage such engagements.
There is no gainsaying the fact that much can be gained
and garnered by and from information technologies, computers, the Web, the lnternet. But so too there is no gainsaying
the fact that much is lost or neglected in that mode as well. To
center our version of undergraduate education on these

resident Henry Merritt Wriston wrote: ''the ideal [of a liberal education] is a
personality enriched by many kinds of harmonious experience. To that end,
let the college employ all its powers, residential and curricular, architectural
and aesthetic, personal and professional."

wrote. "the college home is educational, or it is not" and went
on to argue for buildings to house and educate students that
would ''contribute to their education." H ence, he argued that
"the landscaping of the campus should not be neglected
and that the campus should contain "examples of fine architecture." For him, as for us, "the ideal [of a liberal education1
is a personality enriched by many kinds of harmonious experience. To that end," be wrote, "let the college employ all
its powers, residential and curricular, architectural and aesthetic, personal and professional." In his book The Experie11ce
of Place, Tony Hiss reinforced Wriston's claim: "the places
where we spend our time," he wrote, "affect the people we
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resources exclusively is to lose the special and distinctive character of how we conduct our teaching and leaming rnission.
Some years ago, I attended a conference of college presidents
and trustees at which one of the speakers looked at the presidents and said, "The problem with you guys is that you think
about putting the computer in the classroom, when the fact of
the matter is that the computer is the classroom." I bristled at
that one too.
Last June, at that Middlebmy conference to which I
referred, the president of Lehigh said that "if everything we do
can be put on a spinning silver disc, it will be." And in his
recent book Faster: Tlu• Acceleration qfjrtst Abott/ E11eryrhiHg,

e ' ve all becom e ade pt at multitasking, which is a fan cy way of
describing walking and che wing gum at the same time. Whil e
students and faculty a t lawre nce may multitask now and again, the
nature of our brand of education is be tte r unde rstood as uni-tasking. Woe to the
stud e nt who is multitasking wh e n re ading Plato , or practicing a sonata, or
researching a paper, to say nothing of co ndu cting a che mistry ex pe rim e nt.

Jamc... Glcick notes that the World Wide Web threatt•ns to
subsumt: e\·ery "purveyor of mfonnation" 110\\ doing busmcss.
Tht•sc are cauttons worth heeding. To assume that the compurer 1s the classroom IS to assume that education is the acquisitton orinformat1on. Indeed, to the extent that we arc merdy
purveyors of infom1ation - well, perhaps that part of our
bminess should be put on a spinning silver disc. What's mi~s
ing in the notion that the computer is the classroom or that
collt•ges are infonnation providers is precisely that personal,
give-and-take. challenging. and meaningful mteracoon
between students and faculty - indeed. between ~tudents and
students - rhat research shows to be the most sigmficant f:lctors that contribute to leaming among college students. A., far
as I knO\\. no one has yet figured out how ro teach or kam to
play the viohn over the lntemet. And. as I've written before.
rhe level of dtscourse that goes on in a computer-based chat
room i-; tar d1tft>rem from what goes on m a f.1ce-to-f.1ee convers:mon.
Thcrt· \ more. One increasmgly popular and pen am e
view of tht• tt•chnological age is that we've all become adept at
mulmaskmg. wluch I tlunk is simply a fancy way of de~cnbmg
walking and chewing gum at the same time. But it is worth
notmg that, while students and faculty at LawrenCl' may multitask now and again, the nature of our brand of education is
better understood as uni-tasking. Woe to the c;tudent who io;
multitasking when reading Plato. or practicing a sonata, or
researching a paper. to say nothing of conducting a chemistry
expc•;mt•nt. Those undertakings require singular concentration, unintcrruptrd time on task, and a willingness to immeN?
oneself in one thmg deeply and persistently.
These charactemtJcs of liberal teaming - sustamed and
o;enom t>ngagement with both texts and topics and With f.1culty
and fdlow student-; in a leaming commumty. the acquisition
of the critical skills of analysis and synthesis, the development
of rht• abilities to \\rite and speak \\ith clarity .and force. the
experience of both Independent and collaborative work

constitute what many argue to be the most practical form of
education tor the lives \Ye will lead m the future before us. For
the skills and habits of mind we seek to further and fostc.:r at
Lawrence - in the academic program and in the interactions
and engagements ofLawrentians 111 campus life- are the ones
that provide the broad knowledge, mental ;tgility, and independence of thought that traml:ne and transfer to many settings beyond the college. They serve the individual directly
and powerfully in making choices and tacmg change<>
throughout life. They arc. quite straightforwardly, the best
form of education an ~dividual can obtain.
Those qualities are not about assembling information or
even necessarily about acquiring knowledge, per se. After all.
as science writer James Burke has noted, ~oon ''the rate of
change [of knowledgej will be so high that for humam to be
qualified in a singk discipline - defining \\hat they are and
what the> do throughout their hfe - will be a-. outdated as
quill and parchment." That being sa1d. an education that promotes the ability to leam anew - which i-; surely ,1 hallmark
of liberal education -is the most sensible and safe. And that
kind of education is today, as it has been smce the Harvard
over~eers made the case in the 17th century, best conducted
and captured in the context of a rc.:sidential college commumty
where -.rudents and faculty cohabit for '\cholasticall communion."
Surely, as the large public institutions demonstrate with
untailing regularity, it is more "efficient" to hold classes of
hundred\ of students in large lecture halls before one professor. It may be even more efficient tor that approach to be conducted \\ ith thousands of students over the I ntt•rnet. You can
get .1 good deal of mformarion conveyed m those ways. The
question, of course, is whether efficient equates with c:Ucrtil'c in
tt'nm of an education that hac; staying power, and at Lawrence.
ob\ 1ousl), we don't believe that it dot•s. M tchck M) ers, the
pre<>tdent of Sarah Lawrence. put it thi'> \\ay: A liberal arts
collegt' "otTers the most contact time bet\\'een teachers and

or us, liberal learning is a social experience, not the accumulation of credits
and courses in the liberal arts, sciences, and music.

students. It offers time for students to actually practice writing,
speaking, arguing, evaluating, and researching in small classes
with real professors who care about them as individuals and
care about their work, who will critique them and hold them
accountable. No computer can sharpen the mind as well as a
cross-fire discussion among students with their teacher."
The new technologies that, in Michael Sandel's words,
"beckon us to a world beyond boundaries and belonging" may
be best understood and confronted not in cyberspace but in a
real place, a place that- as I hope is true of Lawrence- "situate[s] us in the world and give[s] our lives their moral particularity." That's what the place of the campus can help provide
and promote. If the heart of the enterprise of a liberal arts college is, as William Adams stated, "the dynamic conversation
between teacher and student about the world and things that
matter," a conversation that also occurs between and among
students themselves, those conversations - if they are to be
truly dynamic and hence meaningful - can only be conducted when we are in each other's company, directly and
personally.
In the last academic year, for example, 686 of our students
participated in some fonn of individual instruction (in studios,
tutorials, independent studies, and research projects). Indeed,
by the time they graduate, approximately 90 percent of
Lawrence students will have had such an experience. Our
average class size, excluding these kinds of individual engagements with faculty members, is a little under 15. What these
data suggest, obviously, is that the student-faculty relationship
remains the most central and significant element in our version
of liberal learning.
We extend that significant element to Bjorklunden,
where weekend student seminars provide rich and meaningful
opportunities for students to engage faculty and each other
directly and powerfully. Last year, over 800 students and
almost 50 faculty members did so. What we have come to call
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the Bjorklunden Experience is defined and shaped principally
by the distinctiveness of the place itself Like the campus, the
physical environment of our 425 acres in Door County is not
simply a site or a place for educational, intellectual, and spiritual growth but an integral element in the personal experiences
that unfold there. It is not by accident that we refer to Bjorklunden as "the northern campus."
At the end of the last academic year, we hosted a visit by
a foundation officer who was making a site visit to learn more
about Lawrence. In my conversation with him at the end of his
stay, he told me that what most impressed him about the college was that, when he asked students what about Lawrence
would they least wish to see changed, they answered "our
interactions with the faculty," and when he asked the same
question of faculty, they replied "our interactions with the students." That sums it up pretty well. At the end of the day,
then, that's why we're in the campus business. For us, liberal
learning is a social experience, not the accumulation of credits
and courses in the liberal arts, sciences, and music. Technology
only complements that central fact; it cannot and must not
replace it.
Since the construction of Main H all in 1853, Lawrence
has been in the campus business. With the recent decision by
the Board of Trustees to move forward in planning for a new
residence hall and a new campus center, we will be extending
our commitment to celebrating and bolstering the residential
aspects of the college in the years ahead. Clearly, as long as we
continue to believe that liberal education is best conducted as
personal experience, as long as we affirm that learning and living at Lawrence are interrelated and mutually reinforcing, we
will remain in the campus business long into our future.

Richard Warc/1
Preside11t

financial Report

he year 2000 began with a celebration
of what did not happen. With many
other organizations and entities,
Lawrence had worked hard to prepare for the so-called Y2K crisis, and
on December 31 we were ready to
cope with whatever glitches might
have occurred. Happily, none did.
But the 1999-2000 year did provide a number of things that "ve can
celebrate: the completion of Science Hall, record endowment
growth, stabilization of financial aid costs, significant growth in
net tuition revenue, actual expenditures below budget, a
record-setting year in freshman applications, and, as detailed
on page 13 of this report, a record-setting year in development.

Endowment
On June 30, 1999, the Lawrence endowment stood at
S147.5 million. During the fiscal year that ended on June 30,
2000, the college received two significant endowment gifts,
totaling in excess of $17 million. Those gifts, along with
unusually high amlUal endowment contributions of S6.8
million, added $23.8 million to the endowment corpus.
Coupled with S21.4 million in dividend income and appreciation on the investments, minus a programmed annual distribution to operations of $7.3 million, the endowment balance
increased by $37.9 million to a total of $185.4 million - a
26 percent increase over the preceding year.

Operations
In addition, and for the second year in a row, Lawrence
enjoyed significant growth in net student revenue, brought
about by a $1.2 million increase in income from student fees
and a reduction in the amount of financial aid expended.
Gifts from alumni, parents, and other friends of the college
reached a record level of$19.8 million, an overall increase in
contributions of $4.5 million.*
Overall expenses increased 4.6 percent over the previous
year, moving from $35.6 million to $37.2 million, belO\\ the
five percent increase anticipated in our budget. The two areas

William Hodgkiss

that showed the largest percentage increase were Academic
Support at $2.6 million, an 11 percent increase, and Student
Services at $3.2 million, a 7.8 percent increase. All other
expenses showed less than a five percent increase, with the
exception of Administration, which remained constant at $5.9
million. Depreciation and interest costs, affected by the recent
building projects, increased 4.3 and 4.7 percent respectively.
The net total assets of the college increased by $25.3 million to a record level of $219.6 million.

Facilities
During 1999-2000, work proceeded on Science Hall, which
was completed just in time for the opening of the 2000-2001
academic year. In addition to that major building proJeCt, the
college's largest ever, a considerable amount of other work
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was undertaken on campus, including exterior renovation<;
on Lawrence Memorial Chapd, notably the roof and steeple;
the ')econd )'l'<lr of a planned four-year renovation plan for
Mam llall, th1s tllne focusing on the first floor; and a com
pletc renovation and updating of the President's Home,
including accommodations for the handicapped. A total renovation of Y oungchild Hall of Science is currently under
way. Other recent projects have included completion of the
Lincoln Reading Room on the first floor of the library and
the John G. Strange Student Commons in Main Hall;
rl·placement of significant portions of the campus steam line;
renovation of several student residence area~. including two
additional small houses; and creation of additional ofllce
c;paces for t:lCulty members in the Comervatory of Music.

Lawrl·nce again this year emphasized its strong commitment
to technology, ac; we worked hard to convert the development and alum111 '>)''>tem to the new SCT Banner Admum
tratton computer system - the first of a senes of steps to
develop a fully Integrated campus-\vide <>ystem. We ,1lso
devdoped a fin:walJ policy to protect the colJege\ infonmnon
systems, and expanded our use of web-based instructional
technolob'Y. All classrooms in Science Hall are equipped
with the 1.-.tcst in audio-visual electronic equipment, which
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also mstalled in the newly renovated dao;srooms m Ma111
Hall. Briggs Hall benefited from the add1t1on of an electronic economics lab, and Main Hall 110\Y has a ne\\' humanlbes computing laboratory \vith 20 workstations. Compucer
hookups in student rooms have been improved, and campus
computer labs continue to be upgraded. Expenditures in
these areas totaled in excess of $500,000, which puts
Lnvrencc close to $2 million in technology upgrades over
the past four years.
\\' J'>

Despite dire Y2K predictions, l999-2000 has bel'n a year
of accomplishment and excitement, with many reasons to celebrate the millennia! milestone. The etforts of past years <1re commg to fmition in the continuing development of a t1~1.lt1Clally
strong university, centered on a powerful academic program
presented in modem facilities. \\'ith the latest 111 technology,
and in a pleasmg campus enYironment.

JVi/limn Hod,!!kiss
Jlicc-PrcsidCIIt Ji)r B11si11css l"Wairs
mul Admi11istratio11

*

Please sec the footnote on page 14 for .m explan.ltlon of the
m<.·thods used in reporting gift income m financial statements and
fund raising reports.
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'itdtement of A< tivitie'for the year ende d June 3 0 . 2 000,
with comparative totals for 1999

2000

1999

Operdting R<'"Pnue~
TUition and fees (net of discounts of $10,963,697
$13,912,751

$12,705,136

Auxiliary enterprise

6,374,106

6,077,082

Investment return designated for current operations

7,326,000

6,575,520

531,077

503,478

19,834,777

15,350,468

738,481

671,843

48,717,192

41,883,527

10,999,210

10,497,076

610,039

657,349

Academic support

2,610,868

2,350,644

Student services

3,198,512

2,966,058

Institutional administration

5,966,663

5,960,279

Physical plant operations

4,447,156

4,212,614

44,953

36,691

Auxiliary enterprises expense

4,367,779

4,157,110

Interest expense

1,319,785

1,258,168

and $11,240,704 for 2000 and 1999, respectively)

Government grants
Contribution revenue
Other income
Total operating revenues and net assets released from restrictions

Opcrdting l xpenc;es
Instruction
Research

Student financial aid

Depreciation

3,677,894

3,523,987

Total operating expenses

37,242,859

35,619,976

13,589,089

11,487,028

166,972

3,244,052

89,553

320,000

13,845,614

15,051,080

25,319,947

20,803,493

'on-Operdting heme;
Investment return in excess of amounts
designated for current operations
Change in value of split interest agreements
Other non-operating items, net

thdnge in Net Ac;setc;
Net Assets, beginning of year
Net Assets, end of year

194,285,630

173,482,137

$219,605,577

$194,285,630
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Statements of tinancial Position
As of June 3 0 , 2 000 and 1999

2000

1999

$335,323

$4,417,680

1,345,327

1,251,055

429,326

622,230

2,200,070

2,408,261

11,136,233

12,733,606

3,586,798

3,270,598

179,837,269

157,535,983

Assets
Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts and interest receivable
Inventories, at cost
Prepayments and other assets
Contributions receivable
Student loans receivable
Long-term investments
Property and equipment
Accumulated depreciation
Total assets

117,747,306

101,516,986

(53,986,973)

(50,346,850)

$262,630,679

$233,409,549

$7,529,861

$6,407,864

456,956

534,903

1,899,378

1,881,824

1,724,814

1,681,849

Liabiliti<.>s and 'let Assets
Liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Deferred income and deposits
Advances from U.S. Government for student loans
Postretirement obligation
Annuities payable
Borrowings and lines of credit
Total liabilities
Net Assets
Unrestricted
Temporarily restricted
Permanently restricted
Total net assets
Total liabilities and net assets
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1,804,077

1,840,032

29,610,016

26,777,447

43,025,102

39,123,91 9

64,436,807

63,480,495

24,202,482

21,705,726

130,966,288

109,099,409

219,605,577

194,285,630

$262,630,679

$233,409,549

Development Report

or the third consecutive year, a new
fund-raising record was established for
Lawrence University in 1999-2000. Contributions from private sources* totaled
$21,219,444, a 25 percent increase over
last year's $16,972,817. The extraordinary
generosity of the college's benefactors is a
major factor in the growing stature of this
institution and the remarkable accomplishments and achievements - identified throughout this report - of its faculty and students.
The sole purpose of Lawrence's development program is
to provide the college with the necessary financial resources
for the conduct of its mission. Still, we were pleased this year
to have our efforts in that direction receive national recognition. The Council for Advancement and Support ofEducation
named Lawrence as one of only six liberal arts colleges to
receive its 2000 Circle ofExcellence Award for superior overall performance in a fund-raising program. Lawrence shares
this honor with Amherst, Middlebury, Oberlin, Smith, and
Wellesley Colleges.
We are mindful, however, that any fund-raising success
stems entirely from the strong and abiding philanthropic
support of Lawrence's alumni, parents, and other friends, and
thus the CASE award principally recognizes their continuing
generosity.

Uses of funds Received
Of the $21.2 million total, $2,914,484 was received for The
Lawrence Fund (operating support); $13,737,933 was designated for the endowment; $292,528 represents life-income
gifts; $586,961 was received for restricted current gifts;
$100,778 is temporarily undcsignated; and $3,562,307 was
directed toward the physical plant.

The Lawrence fund
Gifts to The Lawrence Fund also set a new record, exceeding its S2.4 million goal by raising $2,914,484, a 10 percent
increase over the previous year. With ocher budget-balancing gifts, the development program secured a total of

Gregory A. Volk

S2, 938,622 for current operations.
Always the principal factor in the success ofThe Lawrence
Fund is the strong support of members of The Founders C lub.
This past year, Founders Club members contributed
S1, 703,495 to The Lawrence Fund, 58 percent of total
Lawrence Fund receipts. Of special note, gifts to The
Lawrence Fund from the college's current and emeriti trustees
also set a new record, with gifts totaling $506,886. The new
$25,000 giving level in our Founders Club - Lawrenciumwas launched to good and great effect, with 13 individuals
making exceedingly generous annual gifts at that level.
Gifts to the Boynton Society, which provides operating
funds for the college's northern campus at Bjorklunden,
reached S124,000, a 28 percent increase.
Thirty percent of the parents of current Lawrence students
made Lawrence Fund gifts; overall, support from fom1er and
current parents to The Lawrence Fund totaled $203,875, a 30
percent increase.
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In spite of a record-setting year in The Lawrence Fund,
we did slip a bit in the alumni donor-participation rate, from
50.1 percent in fiscal 1999 to 48.9 percent in fiscal 2000, a loss
of 273 alumni donors. We hope to return to the fiftieth percentile in the year ahead.
The 50th, 40th, 25th, and lOth reunion classes contributed handsomely to this year's Lawrence Fund. Special
thanks must be extended to members of the Class of 1950, as
they raised more than $1 rnillion (in planned and Lawrence
Fund gifts), the first time that a reunion class gift at Lawrence
has crossed the million dollar mark.

tndowment
The greatest fund-raising achievement of the past year was in
endowment giving. Lawrence's endowment climbed to
$185 million as ofJune 30. A major factor in that growth was
the receipt of $13.7 nullion in gifts for endowment, eclipsing last year's then record-setting total of$6.2 million by 121
percent. The principal factor both in endowment gift
income and in total gift income was the receipt of an $8 nullion tmst from Ethel M . Barber, Milwaukee-Downer Class
of 1934 and a trustee emerita of the college. Dr. Barber's gift
establishes an endowment for theatre and arts programs and
is the largest single gift in Lawrence's history. In addition,
the college also received a number of significant bequests and
outright gifts for the endowment that established or augmented some 37 endowed funds.

Phy<,i<. al Pldnt
Gifts to the plant fund totaled $3.6 million, substantially less
than last year's $6.9 million. This came about because a
number of major gifts were received last year for Science
Hall, but we did not receive comparable gifts for bricks and
mortar projects in 1999-2000. We received $2,616,605 in
gifts for Science Hall, $194,000 for Briggs Hall, $25,000 for
Bjorklundcn, $200,000 for Memorial Chapel renovations,
and $450,000 for Main Hall renovations.
Science H all was dedicated on October 19, 2000. This
spectacular building was made possible through the generous
support of many donors, but we are particularly grateful to
tmstees Kim Hiett Jordan, '58; Cynthia StiehL C '89; Edie
Andrew, and Judi Paul, as weU as to our good fiiend, Jane
Herzog, for their leadership support of tlus important project.
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Pledges
Of the $21.2 million received during 1999-2000,
$2,350,500 arrived in the form of payments on pledges made
during prior fiscal years. During 1999-2000, Lawrence
booked new pledge commitments worth $2,122,994. T otal
pledge expectancies stood at $4.68 million as of June 30,
2000.
During 1999-2000, Lawrence achieved a new record in
overall support, due to the generosity of alumni, parents, and
friendc; - which has long been instrumental in the quality
and vitality of the college. After three record-setting years, it
may seem a daunting challenge to continue on this upward
trajectory. We remain convinced, however, that enabling
Lawrence to prosper and grow in conducting its nussion of
liberal arts education will require an even greater reliance on
the support of those who know the college best. We hope
to continue to merit such strong support in the future. In the
meantime, we remain deeply grateful for the extraordinary
generosity and loyalty ofLawrence's donor constituencies in
this past year.
Gregory A. Volk
Vice-President for Development
and External ~ffairs

* Although the figures here presented are in compliance with
standards adopted by CASE (Council for the Advancement and
Support of Education) and NACUBO (National Association of
College and University Business Officers), they differ from the presentation of gift income on the college's financial statements. This
report includes both gifts and payments on pledges received during
1999-2000 but excludes new pledges received during the fiscal
year. FinanciaJ statement gift income, on the other hand, augments
these numbers by the value of new pledges received during the year
and reduces them by the value of payments made on pledges
rc::ceived in prior fiscal years.
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faculty Creative and Scholarly Achievements
D11rinJ! the 1999-2000 academic year, members cif the Lawrence
University faculty contributed many fine examples of scholarslujJ,
writiHg, artistic work, and musical peifonnance to the literature cif
their respecti11e disciplines, to the wider academic world, and to a~tdi
ences near atld far. Space does not permit listit1g tlzeir rontrilmtioHs
to the on-campus Lawrence conmtu11ity, but some cif their s(fl.lliflcant
ciff-campus or publishill<
fl. achievemet1ts are reported here.
Janet Anthony, associate professor of music, was a guest
clinician at "Cellobration" and also perfom1ed i~ the Alumni
Artist Series at the University of Arizona. The Lawrence
Cello Ensemble, under her direction, perfom1ed in the
Wisconsin Cello Society Inaugural Concert.

que me mira," at the Interconsortial Conference "Teaching
Latin America in a Liberal Arts CoiJege," at Wabash Co!Jege.
Associate Professor of Music Gene Biringer hosted the
annual meeting of Music Theory Midwest on the Lawrence
campus in May.

Richard Bjella, associate professor of music and director of
choral studies, was guest conductor for the Wisconsin and
Missouri All-State Choirs, the Big Sky Festival in Billings,
Montana, and the Heritage Music Festival in San Frnncisco.
He presented lectures at the Allerton Retreat for Choral
Music Education and NextDirectioN, a national conference
for high school students considering careers in choral music.

A book by Elia Armacanqui- Tipacti, assistant professor of
Spanish, Sor .Haria Mmmela de Sauta Ana: Uua Teresina Peruana, (vas published by Centro Bartolome de las Casas in
Cuzco, Pent. She presented a paper, "Intertextuahdad do
Sor Maria Manuela y Santa Teresa de Jesus," at the Fourth
Annual Conference on Women Writers of Late Medieval
and Early Modern Spain and Colonial Latin America, at the
University of Arizona, and another, "La mujer en Este ojo

Marcia Bjornerud, associate professor of geology. was
awarded a scholarship from the Fulb1;ght Foundation to support her research and teaching in Norway during the current
academic year. Her essay "Natural Science, Natural
Resources, and the Nature ofNature" appeared in The Earth
Aro11nd Us: Maintai11ing a Livable Planet, edited by]. Schneiderman. Her paper, "Volcanic Petrographic Textures in

Growing up across the street from the Grass River in Canton,
New York, Jeffrey J. Clark, assistant professor of geology.
developed lm interest in rivers at a young age. A member of
the f.1culty smce 1998, Clark is a fluvial geomorpholog~st
specializing m the study of hov. human activity alte~ the
physical characteristics of rivers. Over the past eight years, he
has made more than a dozen research trips - mcluding one
with 12 students during the 1999 spring break - to Puerto
Rico, where he has worked closely with the Incemational
Institute ofTropical Forestry. His most recent visit cook him
there this past March to begin a new research initiative.
Supported by a $23,288 grant from the Law Enviromm:ntal
Company, Clark is attempting to reconstmct the flood
history of the Rio Indio in north-central Puerto Rico.
Closer to home, Clark and his students are conducting ongoing research on the impact of landscape changes on Appl<:
Creek, n waterway on Appleton's burgeoning north side, as
the surrounding area shifts from agricultural usc to rc<;idential
development. Specifically, Clark is collecting data to dctcnnine

the relationship between rainfall and run-off in Apple Creek
and nearby stom1-water detention ponds. In 1999, Clark
collaborated with Katie Young. '00. on a 'itl.H.iy of changes
in the water table at Menasha's Heckrodt Wetland Preserve
in relation to water-level fluctuations in Lake Winnebago.
The year-long study produced a paper that was presented by
Young at the 14th Annual National Conference on Undergraduate Research in Missoula, Montana, last Apnl and
subsequently published in the proceedings volume. Clark
co-authored the paper, "PCBs in the fox River: A Community Service-Oriented Term Project in Environmental
Science." which was presented at the Geological Society
of America's North Central section meeting. Two other articles he wrote are scheduled to be published in December
2000: "Effects of Land-Usc Change on Channel Morphology and Hydraulic Geometry in Northeastern Puerto Rico"
in the Ccolo,(!ical Survey Association B~tlletin and "Meeting
Mmutes 111 Service-Learning Projects" in the jozmltll (?f
Ccosciellcc Education.
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Ceramic-Glaze Interfaces," co-authored with Jenee Rowe,
'00, appeared in the ]oumal of Geoscie11ce Educatiou.

Philippe Bodin, assistant professor of music, had three new
pieces perfom1ed during the 1999-2000 academic year. Consilieuce, for violin and viola, was presented at Banff, accompanied by projection of a video by Japanese artist Tadasu
Takamine. The Lawrence Wind Ensemble premiered Talaria
in May, and Peal, for flute, clarinet, violin, cello, and piano,
was perfom1ed by the Da Capo Players Chamber Players in
New York City in J une.
John R. Brandenberger, the Alice G. Chapman Professor
of Physics, was named a Fellow of the American Physical
Society and delivered an invited address at the Project Kaleidoscope a1miversary meeting in Washington, D.C.

Tl1e Sense C!.f Antirationalism: The Religio11s Thought of Zh11a11gzi
a11d Kierkegaard, co-authored by Karen L. Carr, associate
professor of religious studies, and Philip]. Ivanhoe, was published by the Seven Bridges Press.

D avid M. Cook, professor of physics and the Philetus E .
Sawyer Professor of Science, was awarded a grant fi·om the
National Science Foundation to support his project on
"Strengthening Computation in Upper-Level Undergraduate Physics Programs." He delivered a paper titled "Adding
Laboratories to a Course in Physics of Music" at the sunu11er
meetings of the American Association of Physics Teachers in
San Antonio, Texas.

series in January. He is a founding member of the Tetracor
Hom Qua1tet, which presented its premiere concert in April
at the Paine Art Center in Oshkosh.

B art T . D e Stasio, Jr., ' 82, associate professor of biology,
was awarded a Semester in Environmental Science Faculty
Exchange Fellowship from the Marine Biological Laboratories in Woods Hole, Massachusetts. He co-authored a paper
titled "Effects of food availability and predation on a marine
zooplankton community - a study on copepods in the
Baltic Sea," published in the l11temativnal Review of Hydmbiology. His published abstracts included "Role of cyanobacterial slime in affecting Lake Winnebago, Wisconsin, water
quality," in the proceedings of the American Society for
Microbiology North Central Branch Annual Meeting and
"The impact of the invertebrate predator, Lcptodora kindti,
on the crustacean zooplankton conununity of Lake Winnebago, Wisconsin," with Rebecca Doyle. '00, in the proceedings of the Pew Conference on Undergr:~duate
Research in the Biological Sciences.
Eliz abeth A. De Stasio, '83, associate professor ofbiology
and Raymond H. Herzog Professor of Science, received a
grant from the National Science Foundation to support her
project, "Myosin heads and muscle assembly in C. elegans."
Her abstrJct, "A new class of sup-9 mutations," co-authored
with Jason Tennessen, '01, Catherine Lephoto, '97, and
Joseph Donohoe, '98, was presented at the Midwest Wom1
Meeting at the University of Minnesota.

Jam es D eCorsey, associate professor of music, perfonned
the Bralr111s Hom Trio with the Lawrence Chamber Players
on Wisconsin Public Radio's "Live from the Elvejhem"

Katherine L. Dudley, assistant professor of theatre and
drama, presented a paper titled "Lawrence University's
2.5%: Establishing Conm1unity and Preserving Identity" at
the Mid-America Theatre Conference in St. Louis.

Joy Jordan joined the mathematics department in 1999 as
assistant professor of statistics, the first to hold such a position
at Lawrence. She teaches an introductory course in probability and statistics. as wel1 as elementary statistics, probability
theory, and mathematical statistics. A graduate of lndiana
University, with a B.A. in mathematics, Jordan earned the
Master of Science and Ph.D. degrees in statistics from the
University of Iowa. Although her training has been at major
public universities, she is no stranger to the liberal arts college. Her sister Jenny, 'R6, is a Lawrence alumna, and her
father, Truman, is a chemistry professor at Cornell College
in Iowa. Jordan's research and professional interests include

the study of order-restricted inference, categorical data, duality, and statistical education. She participated in the summer
Joint Statistical Meetings in fndianapolis and attended the
Symposium on Undergraduate Statistics Education. Last fall,
she took part in the annual meeting of the Isolated Teachers
of Statistics in Rochester, Minnesota. Jordan's appointment
reflects the colJege's commitment to strengthening its crossand interdisciplinary offerings in statistics. This past sununer
she taught a two- day biostatistics workshop for Lawrence
biology faculty members. When she is not pondering statistical permutations, Jordan finds time to serve as a volunteer
coach for the women's volJeyball team.
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Fan Lei, associate professor of music, has been appointed
guest principal clarinet of the Shanghai Radio Symphony
Orchestra and was a jury member for the Xian National
Wind Ensemble Competition. He presented a guest lecture
and appeared on several chamber music concerts at the Banff
Center for the Arts this past summer.
Merton D . Finkler, professor of economics, published "A
H itchhiker's Guide to Competitive Managed Care" in the
Managed Care Quarterly.
Peter Fritzen , professor of English and the Patricia Hamar
Boldt Professor of Liberal Studies, published "Letter to a
Breeder" in Gun Dog: 71ze Magazine of Uplmtd Bird and
Wateifowl Dogs.
Richmond C . Frielund, associate professor of theatre and
drama, designed the set and lights for the Attic Theatre production of 77ze Best Christmas Pageant Ever and the set for the
Miss Wisconsin Pageant.
Peter S. Glick, professor of psychology, co-authored articles including "Feminized management and backlash toward
agentic women," in the Journal of Perso1wlity mzd Social Psychology; "Respect versus liking: Status and interdependence
underlie ambivalent stereotypes," in the Journal of Social
Issues; and "From combative children to ambivalent adults:
The development of gender prejudice," with Lori H ilt, '97,
in Developmental Social Psychology of Gender. H e presented
papers at the Society for Experimental Social Psychology

Kathryn Kueny, assistant professor of religious studies,
credits a four-month bout of wanderlust with sparking her
initial interest in Islam. D uring a pre-graduate school backpacking adventure that took her across much of Africa,
Kueny experienced her first extended encounter with the
world's second-most popular religion and discovered "a certain austere aesthetic" to Islam that she says appealed to her.
Fluent in Arabic, Kueny spent an additional 15 months in the
Middle East- Egypt and Syria - as a Fulbright Fellow after
receiving master's and doctoral degrees from the University
of Chicago and before joining the Lawrence faculty in 1995.
As a specialist in comparative religions with an emphasis on
Islam, she has concentrated her research interests on early
Islam and the religious practices that distinguish M uslims
from J ews and Christians. She has had nine scholarly articles
and reviews published, among them "Between Muslim and
Jew: The Problem ofSymbiosis under Early Islam," in History
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Conference in St. Louis and the Society for the Psychological
Study of Social Issues Conference in Mumeapolis.

Joseph Gregg, associate professor of mathematics, released
version 1.4 of his Leibniz software for both Windows and
Macintosh operating systems.
Bruce E . Hetzler, professor of psychology, presented a
poster titled "Naltrexone does not alter the acute effects of
alcohol on flash-evoked potentials of rats," co-authored with
Ewa Bednarek, '98, at the Tenth Congress of the International Society for Biomedical Research on Alcoholism in
Yokohama, Japan.
Anthony R . Hoch, assistant professor of geology, coauthored the articles "Calcite crystal growth inhibition by
Humic substances, with emphasis on hydrophobic acids
from the Florida Everglades," published in Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta, and "The importance of mechanical disaggregation in chemical weathering in a cold alpine environment, San Juan Mountains, Colorado," published in the
Geological Society of America B11lletin.
Eilene Hoft- March, associate professor of French, published "Clytemnestra's Desire: Marie Cardinal and the
Mythical Maternal" in Dalhousie French Studies and a review
of Assia Djebar's Les Nuits de Strasbourg in the French Review.
At the Midwest Modem Language Association Conference
in Minneapobs she presented the paper "Giving Up the
Story for Dead: Georges Perec as H olocaust Witness."

of Religions, and "A Guide to the Contents of the Qur'an" in
Religious Studies Revietv. T hree additional articles she recently
completed include ''The Shaping of an American Islamic
Discourse: A Memorial to Fazlur Rahman" and "Muhammad and the Golden Bough: Reconstructing Arabian
Myth," both in the Joumal of Rel~~io11, and "Concepts and
Ideas at the Dawn of Islam," for the Middle East Studies
Association. Earlier this year, Kueny presen ted the paper,
'Jewish and Islamic Prohibitions," at the American Academy
of R eligion meeting in Nashville. T he role of alcohol and
the evolution of its eventual prohibition in the Islamic faith
is the subject of Kueny's first book, The R heton·c of Sobriety:
Wine i11 Early Islam. Her interest in religious movements also
has led her to an examination of cults, their formation and
the factors that separate the followers ofJim Jones and David
Koresh, among others, from more established religions.
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Eugenie Hunsicker, assistant professor of mathematics,
received the 2000 Mortarboard Honoraty Award for Faculty
Excellence. She gave invited presentations at the Association
for Women in Mathematics Workshop in Washington,
D.C., and at a topology seminar held at the City University
ofNew York.
Steven Jordheim, associate professor of music, completed
a compact disc recording of the saxophone music of David
Maslanka that was released this sunm1er on the Albany
Records label. Perfo1mance highlights for the year included
recitals at the Birch Creek Music Festival and the North
Ametican Saxophone Alliance Conference in Tucson and a
summer 2000 tour in Italy. He was sound designer/ composer for Lawrence Theatre's production of Brian Friel's
Translations, which was produced in Appleton and at the
Pabst Theatre in Milwaukee, and he composed an original
score for The Tifloolgat!Jerer by David Mastrosimone, which
was staged at the Boulevard Ensemble Theatre in Milwaukee.
Catherin e K.autsky, associate professor of music, presented
solo piano recitals at the Levine School of Music, Washingcon, D.C.; La !Vlaison Fratt(aise, Washington, D.C.; and the
Peninsula Music Festival in Door County. Her article,
"StOiy-Telling at the Piano," was published in the December/
Januaty 1999/2000 issue of Alllerica11 fvl11sic Teacher.

The Lawrence Univerc;ity Conservatory of Music was weBrepresented this year at the Concert Artists Guild International Competition in New York City, when pianist
Anthony Padilla, assistant professor of music, and bassbaritone Mark Uhlemann, '96, were named co-recipients of
the Nathan Weeden Award, out of a field of L2 finalists and
305 competitors. In addition, Professor Padilla was a\varded
the Cascade Festival Prize, which includes a concerto performance at the 2001 Cascade Festival of Music in Bend,
Oregon, and the WQXR-FM Prize, given by the radio station of Tlze New York Times. This past summer, he petformed
piano mu.:;ic by Filipino composer Francisco Buencamino,
Sr., on a program celebrating Philippine Independence Day
at the Philippine Consulate General in Chicago; presented
two concerts at the Schleswig-Holstein Festival in Stocksee,
Gem1any; and gave L~ concerts at the Day View Music
Festival in Petoskey, Michigan. A member of the Lawrence
faculty since 1997, Padilla, who is a graduate of the Eastman
School of Music, has established himself as a popular soloist
vvith orchestras and on concert series and music festivals
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Nicholas Keelan, associate professor of music, appeared as
trombone soloist with the Appleton City Band at the Wisconsin Bandmasters State Convention and with the Rocky
Mountain Brassworks brass band at the American School
Band Directors Association national convention in Aspen.
He also was guest artist and soloist at Mars Hill College in
North Carolina and an adjudicator for the Mile H igh Jazz
Festival in Denver.
Edmund M. Kern, associate professor ofhistory, published
"An End to Witch-Trials in Austria: Reconsidering the
Enlightened State" in The Austriau History Yearbook and a
review of Tlte Quest for Colllprolllise: Peacemakers in CounterR~formation Vienna, by H oward Louthan, in Renaissa11ce
Q11arterly. He participated in sessions at the Sixteenth Century Studies Conference.
Assistant Professor of Music Michael Kim perfom1ed this
past year with the symphonies of Central Ohio, Green Bay,
Milwaukee, and Timmins, as well as the Toronto Sinfonia
and the Fox Valley Youth Orchestra. He perfom1ed solo
recitals at the Oberlin College Conservatory of Music, the
University of South Carolina at Columbia, and for the
Nelson Overture Concerts Society and the Pacific Northwest Festival, both in British Columbia.

throughout the United States, Canada, Italy, and Germany.
H e was awarded the 1991 American Pianists Association
Beethoven Fellowship and has received top honors from the
National Foundation for Advancement in the Arts, the
National Chopin-Kosciuszko Foundation, the Society of
American Musicians, the Harvard Musical Association, the
Theodore Presser Foundation, and the M usic Teachers
National Association. Padilla is a laureate of the Walter
Naumburg, Gina Bachauer, William Kapell, and Cleveland
1ntemational Piano Competitions and serves as artist-inresidence at the Bay View Music Festival. Among his recent
appearances were a lecture-recital on "T he Element of
Humor in Classical Music" at the national convention of
the Music Teachers National Association in Los Angeles and
residency appearances for the La J olla Chamber Music Society's Discovery Series. His debut recording of ColeridgeTaylor Perkinson's Statements, Sonata No . 2 for Piano (1975),
was recently released on the C RI label, and his New York
debut concert was given in Merkin Concert H all on December 5, 2000.
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Carol L. Lawton, associate professor of art history,
reviewed A. Stoll's Die attische11 Bildfeldsteletl des -1. Jhs. V.
Chr.: Uutersttclumgen z tt de11 kleiriformatigen Crabreliqfs i111
spatklassischeu Athen for The Americau )o11rnal cif Archaeology.
She also delivered a lecture entitled "Votive Reliefs and
Popular Religion in Ancient Athens" at the American
School of Classical Studies in Athens, Greece.
Karen Leigh-Post, C '79, assistant professor of music,
appeared in the role of Maria Callas in Attic Theatre's production of Terrence McNally's Master Class this past
summer. She was elected to the Wisconsin state board of
directors for the National Association ofTeachers ofSinging
for the 1999-2002 term.

journals and books including The Joumal <!f Legislatit'e Studies
and r1/orkill,f! Papers 011 Comparative Legislative Stttdies and
delivered papers in St. Petersburg, Russia, and Cairo, Egypt.
He was honored with a Fulbright Distinguished Lecturing
Award to serve this year as the Thomas Jefferson Chair in
Political Science in The Netherlands.

Rebecca Epstein Matveyev, assistant professor of Russian,
published reviews of 77w Cambridge Compa11io11 to the Classic
R11ssia11 Novel, in the Slavic and East E11ropea11 Joumal, and The
Society Tale in RHssian Literature: From Odoe11skii to Tolstoi, in
Canadia11-Americm1 Slm,ic Studies.

Lawrence D. Longley, professor of government,
co-au tho red The Electoral College Primer, published by Yale
University Press, and co-edited The Ut~easy Relationships
between Parlialllerttary ]\,[embers a11d Leaders, published by
Frank Cass Publishers. He published articles and chapters in

Gerald L. Metalsky, associate professor of psychology,
co-authored articles including "Depression and excessive
reassurance-seeking," in Psycholo,f!ical Inquiry; "Be re(assured):
Excessive reassurance-seeking has (at least) some explanatory
power regarding depression." in Psychological l11qttiry; "Factorial construct validity of the Extended Attributional Style
Questionnaire," in Cognitive Therapy a11d Research; ''Testing
the causal mediation component of Beck's theory of depression," in Co<f?11iti11e Therapy and Research; and- with Associate
Professor ofPsychology Beth H aines and Aimee Cardamone
Briles, '95, '' Interpersonal and cognitive pathways into the
origins of attributionaJ style: a developmental perspective" in
The Interactiollal Nat11re of Depression: Adtmnccs i11 Interpersonal
Approaches.

For Brad Renee, professor of biology, the study of insects
is more than a research interest, it is a passion. A specialist in
insect behavior and physiology, he has published extensively
in Physiological Ellfomology, The Physiologist, and Science on the
neurobiology of circadian rhythms in crickets. In 1998, he
was a visiting scientist at the D ivision of Entomology of the
Commonwealth Scientific Industrial Research Organization
in Canberra, Australia, where he continued his research on
the control of the Australian field cricket, a major threat to
that country's agriculture. Another ofhis research areas is the
distribution, diversity, and abundance of prairie insects of the
U pper Midwest. T he Summer 1999 issue of Lawre11ce Today
described his work with several Lawrence students at field
sites in the Brillion Marsh Wildlife Area and a railroad
embankment in Kaukauna. Tllis particular project, aimed as
monitoring and comparing the insect populations among
restored and original prairie sites, became part of a larger
United States Fish and Wildlife Service federal grant to collect data over five states in the Midwest. Renee's work with

the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources on this
endeavor has more recently broadened beyond those first
prairie sites to encompass 13 sites in W innebago, Green
Lake, and Marquette Counties. Last fall, he joined Richard
Nikolai and Lawrence student~ Marie Shoemaker. '01, and
Neil Wenberg, '99, in making a presentation titled "ExamiJling sustainability at the consumer level: R esilience of EastCentral Wisconsin prairie insects to periodic 6re and grazing" at the Ninth Annual Prairie Invertebrates Conference at
the Wi'>e Nature Reserve, Fall Creek, Wisconsin. "A longitudinal study of insect diversity and abundance on remnant
and restored prairie areas in East Central Wisconsin," coauthored with Nikolai, Ellen Tumer, '99, andJulie Majewski
Carroll, '98, was also published in Ecolo,Rical Restoration.
Between his demanding research and teaching endeavors,
R enee played a major role in the construction of Science
HaJJ, serving as faculty construction coordinator and chair of
the Science Building Committee. Pictured with Professor
R enee is J ohn Fahrenbach, '02.

Robert Levy, professor of music, was guest trumpet soloist
for the Jazz Dialogue Northwest Festival at Eastem Washington University, with the Columbia Basin College Jazz
Ensemble, and the Kennewick and Richland (Washington)
High School jazz ensembles. He also was guest conductor for
the wind ensemble at Mercer University in Macon, Georgia.
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Matthew Michelic, associate professor ofmusic, taught and
perfonned at two summer music programs, the International
School for Musical Arts in Ontario and the CREDO Chamber Music Program in Woodstock, Illinois. With colleagues
Michael Kim and Patrice Michaels, he performed a recital on
WFMT's (Chicago) studio broadcast "Live from Studio
One." H is review of a Chicago Viola Society concert
appeared in the June 1999 jottmal cy· the A111erican Viola Society.
Brigetta Miller, C '89, assistant professor of music, who
received Lawrence's 2000 Young Teacher Award, completed the Master of Music degree at Silver Lake College last
spring. Her thesis topic was "Teaching Music in Relation to
History and Culture through the Use of Tribally Specific
Native American Lullabies." She also presented a session
titled "Teaching Music from Diverse Cultures: Issues from
Philosophy to Practice" at the Wisconsin Music Educators
Association convention.
Kathleen Murray, associate professor of music and acting
dean of the conservatory, has been named an associate editor for Keyboard Co111pa11io11 magazine. In May she became
president of the East-Central Division of the Music Teachers National Association.

Introduction to Co111puter Science with C++ (second edition),
co-authored by Associate Professor of MathP.matics Thomas
L. N aps, Kenneth Lambert, and Douglas Nance, was published by Brooks-Cole Publishing Company. An abstract coauthored by Professor Naps, James R. Eagan, '00, and Laura

Psychologist Terry Rew-Gottfried, promoted this year to
the rank of full professor, has taught at Lawrence since 1986.
His research interests include the perception of speech and
sound, specifically the question of how acoustic characteristics
of different languages differ vvith the context in whi ch they
are spoken, how speaking rates affect vowel identification,
how native and non-native speakers of a language differ in
their perception of speech sounds in that language, and the
relationship of musical ability and second-language leaming.
In line with that research, R ew-Gottfued and Adam
Berman, '00, this year presented a paper on ''Speaking rate
and vowel identification: Comparison of native English and
Spanish listeners" at the Graduate School of the City U niversity of New York. Rew-Gottfried has also worked with
students on investigations of memory, including studies of
eyewitness memory. recall of poetry and prose, and use of
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L. Norton, '0 1, titled 'JHAVE - An Environment to
Actively Engage Sntdents in Web-based Algorithm Visualizations," was published in the proceedings of the A CM

SIGCSE Technical Session.
Howard Niblock, professor of music and acting assistant
dean of the conservatory, was a featured guest soloist with
the Appleton Boychoir dllling their J une 2000 tour in the
Czech Republic. He also continued as principal oboe with
the Pamiro Opera Orchestra and performed as guest soloist
with the Green Bay Symphony.

An Index of l/Jiages in E11glish Manuscripts from the Time of
Cha11cer to Henry VIII, co-authored by Associate P rofessor of
Art HistOty Michael T . Orr, was published by Harvey
Miller Press.
Archaeological Research: A Bri~f Introdnction, by Peter N.
Peregrine, associate professor of anthropology, was published by Prentice Hall. His article titled "World-Systems
Theoty in Archaeology'' appeared in A World Systems
Reader, edited by Thomas H all, and many of his reviews
appeared in the journal Ethnohistory. Professor Peregrine also
co-edited the Eucyclopedia of Prehistory, Volrttlles I and 2, published by Kluwer Academic/Plenum Publishers.
Jerald E. Podair, assistant professor ofhistory, authored the
entry on "New York" for the historical encyclopedia Cit,if
Rights i11 the United States, published by Macmillan Reference. H e served as historical consultant for, and was featured

pe r~eptua l

imagery in improving recall. H e taught a Bjorklunden Seminar titled "Memory: Constn1cting O ur Past and
Shaping Our Future" in 1999. Professor Rew-Gottfried regularly otTers courses in such subjects as Co,(?nitive Psyclzolvgy.
Psycholingt~istics, Historical Ong,ins of Psychology, Perceptio11, and
Psychology of Mttsic; teaches in the Freshman Studies program;
and is among the faculty advisors for the interdisciplinary
programs in Cognitive Science and Linguistics. An early
member of the Gender Studies stect;ng conunittee, he
has taught the interdisciplinary Gender Studies course four
times. H e currently is working \vith Annie Staby, '02, a psychology and violin performance major, to investigate how
ear training in music may be related to successfi1l identification of Mandatin Chinese linguistic tones. T his research was
presented at a recent meeting of the Acoustical Society
of America.
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on, a radio documentary entitled "New York in Black and
White: The Sixties, Civil Rights, and the Ocean HillBrownsville Crisis," broadcast on New York City's public
radio station, WNYC.
Bruce Pourciau, professor of mathematics, received
Lawrence's Excellence in Teaching Award for 2000. His
essay "The Education of a Pure Mathematician" appeared in
The American Mathematical Monthly.
Stewart C. Purkey, associate professor of education and
Bee Connell Mielke Professor ofEducation, co-authored the
article "Small-Town College to Big-City School," published
in Teaching and Teacher Edttcation. Among the co-authors was
Karin Sconzert, '87.
Birgit Tautz Ramsey, assistant professor of German, published the article "Texturen und Farben. China und Afrika
im Blick des deutschen Idealismus" in Das Fremde Reiseerfahnmfen, Schreilformen und kulturelles Wissen and a review
essay entitled '"Coming out' ist 'in': Neuste amerikanische
Forschungen zu sexuellen Identitaten im achtzehnten
Jahrundert" in Das achtzehnte Jahrhundert. She also published
reviews in Colloquia Gennmtica, Germm1 Studies Review, a11d
The Gennall Quarterly and participated in sessions at the German Studies Association meeting in Atlanta.
Bridget-Michaele Reischl, associate professor of music,
Kimberly-Clark Professor of Music, and director of orchestral studies, had guest-conducting engagements this past year

Lawrence University often moves to the beat of a particular
drummer, and his nan1e is Dane Maxim Richeson, associate professor of music. A member of the faculty since 1984,
Richeson enjoys an international reputation for both virtuosity
and versatility - the latter being evidenced by perfom1ances as
solo marimbist, chamber musician, ethnic percussion artist, and
jazz drummer, as well as teacher and director of such groups
as the Lawrence University Percussion Ensemble; the Sambistas, with a Brazilian repertoire; and Kinkaviwo, devoted
to the drumming traditions of Ghana. The Percussion
Ensemble has received international honors from the Percussive Arts Society, and its CD, Ginastem Ca11tata pt1ra America
Magica, was well-reviewed and widely acclaimed. Richeson
earned his master's degree from Ithaca College, where he
was a graduate assistant under renowned marimbist/composer Gordon Stout, and his bachelor's degree from the
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with the Brooklyn Philharn1onic Orchestra, the Milwaukee
Symphony Orchestra, and the Woodstock Mozart Festival.
She also conducted the Illinois All-State Honors Orchestra.
Susan Richards, director of the Seeley G. Mudd Library
and associate professor, published "Fraternal, Clubs, and
Service Organizations" in Magazit1es for Libraries and contributed to On Accou11t of Sex: An Annotated Bibliography on
the Status of Women in Librarianship, published by Scarecrow
Press. She received a grant from the California Council for
the Humanities to support her project entitled "A Most
Worthy Enterprise: The California Architecture of Allison
and Allison."
Brian C. Rosenberg, dean of the faculty and professor of
English, was elected to the board of trustees of the Dickens
Society. His review of Homes and Homclessness in the Victorian
Imagination, edited by Murray Baumgarten and H. M.
Daleski, was published by the Dickeus Qt~arterly.
George R. Saunders, professor of anthropology and
Henry Merritt Wriston Professor of Social Science, published a review of The Kidnapping of Edgardo Mortara, by
David I. Kettzer, in A11lhropological Quarterly.

The Lawrence University Jazz Ensemble (LUJE), under the
direction of Kenneth Schaphorst, associate professor of
music and director of jazz studies, was named Best College
Big Band in the 23rd Annual Dowubeat Student Music
Awards. Professor Schaphorst had arrangements of A!fte and

Ohio State University, with additional studies at Indiana
University ofPennsylvania and Drununcrs Collective NYC.
In addition, he has closely studied the music of Ghana, where
he lived among the Ewe people, working with master drummer Godwin Agbeli; Brazil, where he learned the drumming
traditions of Bahia under Giba Conceicao; and Mantanzas,
Cuba, where he studied with Afi·o-Cuban drwnmer Jesus
Alfonzo. This past year Professor Richeson perforn1ed with
Fire Flight at the College Music Society International
Conference in Kyoto, Japan, and, with saxophonist Steven
Jordheim, professor of music, recorded David Maslanka's
Song Book for marimba and saxophone, released on Albany
Records. Pictured with Professor Richeson are (from left):
Mike Pfaff, '02, Anahita Pajuhesh, '04, Nate Smith, '01, and
Kyle Sturve, '01.
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Summertime published by University of Northern Colorado
Press, and his composition, T11hen the Moon jttmps, was published by Nichols Music.

Rico Serbo, assistant professor of music, toured Spain in
December for a series of concerts with The Nell' York Opera
to Broadway Quartet. He spent his fifth summer as artist-inresidence at the Bay View Music Festival.
Claudena M. Skran, associate professor of government,
presented a paper titled "Paradigm Shift in Refugee Assistance: The Challenge of Humanita1ian intervention for the
UNHCR" at the Annual Meeting of the Academ.ic Council
on the United Nations System in Oslo, Norway. She also
served as a consultant to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees.
Timothy A. Spurgin, associate professor of English, delivered a paper titled "Enquiring Minds and Tattooed Bod.ies:
The Marking and Erasure of the Celebrity Body" at the
Midwest Modern Language Association Meeting.
Matthew R . Stoneking, assistant professor of physics, presented a paper on "Toroidal Magnetic Confinement of a
Pure Electron Plasma," co-authored with Angela Kopp, '0 l,
at the annual meeting of the Ametican Physical Society.

Daniel]. Taylor, ' 63, Hiram A. J ones Professor ofClassics,
authored the article on "Van·o" for the Dictionary of Literary
Bio~raphy: Ancient Roman vVriters. His rt>view of Derh,atiou:
Greek aud Ro111a11 Views 011 TVord Fonuation appeared in
Historio<l(.rap!Jia Li11gttistica.
Timothy X. Troy, '85, assistant professor of theatre and
drama, whose position is supported by the J. Thomas and
Julie Esch Hurvis Professorship in Theatre and Drama,
directed Betrayal by Harold Pinter and The Woolgatl1erer by
William Mastrosimone at the Boulevard Ensemble Theatre
in Milwaukee. He also directed Plays on History, by Professor ofTheatre and Drama Emeritus Fredetick Gaines, at the
Outagamie County Historical Society and authored the
libretto/ conceptual protocol for a Wild Space Dance Company program entitled Danci11g Aloud.
Lifongo Vetinde , assistant professor of French, published a
review of Gaston-Paul Effa 's novel Ala in The French Refliew
Dirck Vorenkamp , assistant professor of religious studies,
was the 2000 winner of the Freshman Studies Teaching
A ward. He organized a panel on East Asian Buddhism for
the American Academy of Religion meeting and presented
a paper titled "A-series Temporal Order in Dagen's Theory
of Time."

Richard G. Summers, assistant professor of chem.istry,
received an Academic Research Enhancement Award from
the National Institutes of Health to fund his work on the
stereochernical determinants of erythromycin biosynthesis.

Ernestine Whitm an, associate professor of music, continued as principal flute with the Pamiro Opera Orchestt·a and
also appeared as soloist with the Appleton Boychoir and the
White Heron Chorale. H er article, "The Learning Pendulum," appeared in Flute Talk magazine in November 1999.

Yumi Janairo Roth, assistant professor of studio art, is in
her third year as what art department shorthand calls "the
3-D professor"- that is, she is a sculptor and metalsmith, an
artist and teacher whose work has height. breadth, and
depth. In April, the Kwality Art Show, her first solo exhibition in the Wriston Art Center Galleries, explored issues of
quality, taste, scale, choice in materials, presentation, and
audience interaction in a variety of sculptural fonnats. If
some of her subjects are, as she says, drawn fi·om "the more
mundane and banal aspects oflite," the work itself is distinctive, challenging, and more than a little ironic and was the
subject of a recent article in the Joumal (If J\llllf7dallc Behavior.
In addition to the Wriston Galleries, R oth's sculptures were

included in Meralsmit/1 magazine's 1999 "Exhibition in Print"
and have been shown in the J ames H owe Gallery at Kean
University; the Commonwealth and Wendy Cooper
Galleries in Madison; and the 16 Beaver Street Group and
the Scott Pfaffinan Gallery in New York City, as well as in
Boston and Chicago. A graduate of T ufts University with an
additional bachelor's degree fi:om the School of the Museum
of Fine Arts, Boston, and the Master of Fine Arts degree
from the State University of New York, Nev·l Paltz, Roth
was named a College Art Association Professional Development Fellow in 1997 and was a visiting artist at the Oriental
Institute Museum in Chicago from 1994 to 1997 .
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Jane Parish Yang, associate professor of East Asian
languages and cultures, was nominated for the vice-presidency of the Chinese Language Teachers Association. Her
translation of "A Place of One's Own," by Yuen Chiungchiung was included in A Place of One's Own: Stories of Self
i11 Chi11a, Tairva11, Ho11.~ Kong, a11d Singapore, published by
Oxford University Press.
Richard L. Yatzeck, professor of Russian, published the
poem "Crosscut Saw" in The Madison Review.

Emeriti Faculty
Suite for Orgatt, by Robert Below, professor emerit11s of
music, has been published by the Augsburg Fortress publi'lhing house. The work was conunissioned by the Lawrence
chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia for the Brombaugh organ
in the Lawrence Memorial Chapel and was given its first
performance m February 1996.

Path Made Straight," a chapter in Isaac Newto11 's Nawral
Philosophy, published by the M IT Press. He also organized
and chaired a session on the new translation of Newton's
Pri11cipia at the Fourth British-North American Joint Meeting ofBSH S and HSS (the British and American societies for
the history of science) in August.

The Cult of Kingship itJ A1Lglo-Saxo11 Eugla11d, originally published by Professor of History Emeritus William A. Chaney
in 1970, was reprinted this year by Manchester University
Press.
Two articles by John Koopman, professor emeritus of
music, "A BriefHistory ofSinging: Tracing the Evolution of
Western Solo Singing from Antiquity to the Present" and
''Unsung Songs: An In-Depth Guide to Some Unjustly
Neglected Art Songs, .. are published on the World Wide
Web at \V't.VW .lawrence.edu/fac/koopmajo/.

J. Bruce Brackenridge, professor emerillls of physics, wrote
"The Diagram as a Diagnostic Device," a chapter in The
Fou11datious of Newtouiatl Scholarship, published by World Scientific Press, and "Newton's Mature Dynamics: A Crooked

John M. Stanley, professor emeritus of rehgious studies, is
one of seven ethicists asked to serve on the Hospice Access
and Values Project, a national collaborative effort between
the Hastings Center and the National H ospice Work Group
with the goal of redesigning the hospice system to better
meet end-of-life care needs for patients and caregivers.

During the 1999-2000 academic year. Judith Holland
Sarnecki, associate professor of French, published a rt'Vlew
of Franc,:oise Chandemagor's La premiere epouse in The Frc11ch
Review and dehvercd papers at the International Narrative
Conference m Atlanta and the Midwest Modern Language
Associatlon Meeting in Mmneapolis. That \-vas, however,
only the iceberg-tip of a busy and productive year for Sarnecki, whose areas of scholarly interest include 20th-century
French novels, plays, films, and popular culture, but who also
teaches all levels of French language. as well as Freshman
Studies; takes students to Senegal, West Africa, on the Francophone Seminar that she founded; and was an early and
active member of the Gender Studies advisory board. A
graduate of Knox College, Sarneclci received her master's
degree from the University of Iowa and the doctorate from
the University ofWisconsin-Madison and has been a member of the Lawrence faculty for ten years. She has published

articles on French author Marguerite Y ourccnar and is editing a book of essays on Y ourcenar's writing. Currently
Professor Sameclci is working with .1 group of students who
have undertaken, :ts an independent o;tudy. to translate from
French to English approximately ISO letters wnttcn by
MJlwaukee-Downer French Professor Amelie Seraton to a
fom1cr French major who later became a French teacher
herself Pictured at right are three of the student translators
(from left): Claire Breaux, '01, Sarah Phelps. '00, and Liz
Ritzenthaler, '00. Since 1998 Sarnecki has been a member of
the special task force created by the Board of Trustees to
study and make recommendations on aspects of student
residential life at Lawrence. Recently she has become interested in the subject of tattoos and has presented conference
papers on such topics as the history of women and tattoos,
how tattoos function in literature and film, and tattoos as a
response to personal trauma.
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The l3jorklunden Seminars program, begun in 1980, otters
one-week "vacations with a focus," including this year such
innovations as a Grandparent/ Grandchild Week and the Tritone Jazz Fantasy Camp. Bjorklunden's garden i'l also the
scttmg for a Door Shakespeare production of As Yo11 Like It.
www. lawrence.ed u/aboutlbjork/

of the Year
Lawrence becomes a pam1er schoolm interdisciplin,lry environmental science programs oflered by the Biosphere 2 Center in
Arizona, the world's largest controlled environmental facility.
and the internationally renowned Marine 13iologtcal Laboratory in Woods Hole, Massachusetts. Lawrence students can
now participate in the Earth Semester oflered at Biosphere 2
and the Semester in Environmental Science conducted
through the Ecosystems Center at Woods Hole.
www. lawrence.edu/ref/acad ref/offcam pu s
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On August 6. Prcstdent Richard Warch, members of tht•
e\:ccuuvc committee of the Board of Trustees. f.1culcy members ti-om the Divtston of Natural Sciences, and other members
of the Lawrence commumty witness the "topping out" of
C)ctencc I !all. under constmction south of Main f·Iall.
Tntstee Oscar C. Boldt. in brief remarks, notes that the
tradttton of topping out a building, dating to Vikmg times.
refers to the planng of the last, uppem1ost piece of structural
steel. P.uticipants in the ceremony observe yet another
tradition by affixmg their signatures to the final beam befon:
it is put 111 place.
www. lawrence.edu/news/nsh_ index.shtml

As a specialist in theoretical and applied linguistics. Kou-ming
Sung is looking tor the "universals" that tie all languages
together. His rest•arch interests focus on generative phonology
and comparatin~ syntax between Indo-European languages
and East Asian language~. Despite the superficial difft·l-ences
among them. Sung 'icarches for the underlying common
principles that govern the structure of alllanguagec;, by examining cross-linguimc data. Son of a high school principal,
Sung. associate professor of East Asian languages and cultun·s,
was born and raised in Taipei. Taiwan, and taught English at
a prep school whik fulfilling his two-year required milttary
obligJtion. ( Ic joined the Lawrence faculty in 1994 after
spending three years a~ a Chinese lecturer at UCLA ,md wao;
promoted to his current rank in 2000. The author of ten
publishL·d articles. Sung presented the paper. "Subjectivtty
and Constraint:-. on Embedding" in June at the Nmth International Conference on Chinese Linguistics at the National
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Susan Richards, director of library sen icc'i at Western State
( ollege, is appointed director of the Sedcy G. Mudd
Library. succeeding Dennis N. RJbbens, '' ho retired in
1998. R.tehards brings more than 16 year; oflibrary t'xperience
to Lawrence. including pomions 111 the hbrancs of the Univer;it) of Vennont. South Dakota State U111\'ersit), and
Mornmgside College.
www. lawrence.edu/l ibrary/

'-,ept('mber 1<)99
The college begins its 153rd year with the arrinl of the Class
of 2003: 352 new students, 49 percent of whom ranl-..ed in
the top l 0 percent of their graduating classes. Nineteen new

Smgapore University. His first book.}l!/i' l.i/un G1iyao (Introduction to Syntax), was published in 1997 by the Chineo,e
Social Snences Press in Beijing. and he currently 1't working
on J second book. A. R~(ermce Gramm,lr (?f Mandartn Chinl'sc.
In the latter. which he ts writing as a comprchensn e reference tool to be used by language professors and students
alike. Sung i'i combining his theorical research with pcdalogical gr;munar to explain why languages function the way they
do. H e has been actively involved with Lawrence\ Nattonal
Security Education P rogram grant-supported Uutlding
Bridges through Practical Chinese internship probrram and
made three trips to China in the sumnu!rs of I 997-99 to visit
with students wbo were there p<1rticipating 111 the program.
Ht• will be retuming to Asia again next year as field director
of the Associated Colleges in China program. a Chineselanguage program based at Beijing\ Capttal UmVl'rsit) of
Economics and Business.
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students were class valedictorians; collectively members of
the class had a 3.62 grade point average in high school. They
come from 34 states and 21 foreign countries; 62 percent are
from states other than Wisconsin. Lawrence also welcomes
33 new faculty members, one of its largest influxes of new
teachers in years, with African history, U.S. immigration
policy, Kahler geometry, and corporate Broadway theatre

1880, who served from 1894 to 1924; Milwaukee-Downer
College's Ellen C . Sabin and Lucia R. Briggs each served 30
years as president, as well.
At the Matriculation Convocation the president announces
the appointments of six faculty members to endowed professorial chairs: Corry Azzi, '65, the Edwin N. and Ruth Z.
West Professor of Economics; Kenneth Bozeman, the Frank
C. Shattuck Professor of Music; John Brandenberger, the
Alice G. Chapman Professor of Physics; Elizabeth De Stasio,
'83, associate professor ofbiology and the Raymond H. Herzog
Professor of Science; Bridget-Michaele Reischl, associate
professor of music and the Kimberly-Clark Professor of
Music; and George Saunders, the Henry Merritt Wriston
Professor of Social Science.
Lawrence is named one of the nation's 40 best national
liberal arts colleges by U.S. News & World Report magazine
and - for the sixth consecutive year - cited as one of the
country's top 20 best educational values. In the magazine's
"Great Schools at Great Prices" category, Lawrence is ranked
18th among national liberal arts colleges.

Just like old times: Reunioning Milwaukee-Downer alumnae take to the
oars with members of the Lawrence crew.

The Bjorklunden Student Program begins its fourth year.
Weekend seminars held at the northern campus throughout
the academic year include field work in archaeology, biology,
and ecology; language immersion weekends in Chinese,
French, German, Russian, and Spanish; leadership training
weekends for honorary societies, campus organizations, and
student govemment agencies; rehearsal and concert-preparation
weekends for instrumental and vocal ensembles; a Model
United Nations; and a workshop for student teachers.
www.law rence.edu/a boutlbjorklstud ents.shtml

October 1999

The Lawrence Intercollegiate Athletic Hall of Fame Class of 1999: First row
(from left) Hecker, Boya, Sonneborn; Second row Grosse, Urbanski, Patterson, Hughes, and McNamara (page 37)

among their many scholarly and research interests. Twelve of
the new faculty members are tenure-track appointments.
Richard Warch, beginning his 21st year as president of
Lawrence University, opens the academic year with his welcome to the new freshmen ("Your business here is to
learn!") and his traditional address to the Matriculation
Convocation. Among Lawrence presidents, Warch's tenure
is second in length only to that of Samuel Plantz, Class of
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"Modernist Prints 1900-1955," an exhibition in the Wriston
Art Center Galleries, opens with a lecture, "The Modernist
Chameleon: European and American Art, 1900-1955," by
Anne Grevstad-Nordbrock, instructor in art history. Drawn
from the collections of Syracuse and Lawrence Universities,
the exhibition includes works of Picasso, Kandinsky,
Rouault, and Martin.
w ww. lawrence.edu/ news/wriston/ 9900/ moderni sm . h t ml

More than 70 alumnae attend Milwaukee-Downer Reunion
Weekend. Held separately from Lawrence alumni reunions
for the first time, the weekend includes tours of MilwaukeeDowner sites on the Lawrence campus, Alumnae College
courses taught by members of the faculty, and an opportunity
for qualified alumnae to row with current members of the
Lawrence crew.
An organ recital celebrating the 80th birthday of Miriam
Duncan, professor emerita of music, is performed in Memorial

Heinz Fricke, D.F.A. '99, conducts the Lawrence Symphony Orchestra (page 38).

Chapel by one of her fom1er students, Tom Froehlich, '74,
organist at First Presbyterian Church of Dallas. Professor
Duncan retired in 1985 after a distinguished 36-year teaching career at the Lawrence Conservatory of Music.

"Opera Outings," an adult class of the Lawrence Art'i Academy,
offers the first of three previews of operas presented by
Milwaukee's Florentine Opera Company. In addition to the
preview classes, the course includes attendance at performances of the operas.

"Lunch at Lawrence" is a Friday noontime series open to
the Fox VaHey community and featuring talks by Lawrence
faculty members. Michael T. Orr, associate professor of art
history, kicks off the 1999-2000 series with a talk on "Relics,
Ritual, and Reverence: The Art of the Altar in the Middle
Ages." Other Lunch at Lawrence speakers will include Dirck
Vorencamp, assistant professor of religious studies; Hazel
Spears, assistant professor of psychology; James H.
DeCorsey, assistant professor of music; Daniel]. Taylor, '63,
the Hiram A. Jones Professor of Classics; Corry Azzi, '65, the
Edwin N. and Ruth z. West Professor of Economics; and
Bradford G. Renee, professor ofbiology.

http://www.lawrence.edu/communitylluaa.shtml

At the annual Blue and White Dinner during Homecoming,
eight new members arc inducted into the Lawrence University
lntcrcoHcgiatc Athletic HaJJ of Fame: Don Boya, '50, footbaH and basketball; Ed Grosse, '54, football, basketball, and
tennis; Gerard Hecker, '36, track, football; Tom Hughes,
'77, football, wrestling; Bill McNamara, '88, football, basketball,
baseball; Joe Patterson, '69, football; Julie Wick Sonneborn,
'86, cross country, track, swimming; and Ken Urbanski, '82,
football, track.

Teacher Idea Exchange (TIE), sponsored by Lawrence, the
Mielke Family Foundation, and the Post-Crescent newspaper,
begins its second year ofbringing together public and private
schoolteachers for an exchange of infonnation, ideas, and
materials.
The first concert in the Performing Arts at Lawrence Artist
Series features the Sejong Soloists with Eugenia Zukem1an,
flute. Other offerings in the 1999-2000 Artist Series will
include violinist Hilary Hahn in November, pianist John
Drowning in April, and the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra in
May.
The Task Force on Residential Life, a select committee of
faculty members, students, alumni, and trustees created in
October 1998 by the Board ofTrustees, reports to the campus
on its progress in conducting a "broad review of residential
life at Lawrence." The task force's report notes that its next
step will be to disseminate a student-opinion questionnaire
on campus and to conduct "listening sessions" at regional

www.lawrence.edu/deptlathletics/hall.shtml
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Shattuck Hall of Music, with snow

alumni meetings and with parents at Family Weekend.
www.lawrence.edu/ taskforce/ reslife/index.s html

Family Weekend offers activities for £m1ily members of all
ages, including the opportunity for parents to attend Friday
classes with their students, an update on Lawrence programs
from President Richard Warch, an assortment of minicourses and panel discussions offered by faculty members, a
choir concert, and a Lawrence-Ripon football game.
More than 70 Fox Valley elementary and middle-school
teachers attend a curriculum workshop sponsored by
Lawrence University in its capacity as coordinating institution for the Fox Valley JASON Project, a distance-education
science program founded by scientist and explorer R obert
Ballard.
h t tp ://www.focol. org/- f vjason/

Wojciech Kotas, assistant professor of English, speaking as
part of the Main Hall Forum series, examines two contrasting
poetic interpretations of the Biblical story of the prodigal son
in a talk titled "The Parable of the Prodigal Son in the
Poems by Rilke and Bishop."
Members of Delta Gamma sorority go trick-or-treating for
eyeglasses as part of their national organization's philanthropy of sight conservation and aid to the blind. Going
door to door in Appleton, they ask for donations of reading
glasses and old prescription glasses.
Lewis Lofgren, owner and chief executive officer of A.D.E.
Inc., a plastic cushioning material and custom packing products
company in Chicago, and Catheryn Hoehn, '64, a school
counselor in Fullerton, California, are elected to the
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Lawrence University Board of Trustees to serve three-year
terms beginning in J anuary 2000. Elected as alumni trustees
are Thomas C. Kayser, '58, Priscilla Peterson Weaver, C '69,
and James H . Merrell, '75.
http://www .law rence.edu/ i nfo/tru stees.sh tm I

The women's cross country team wins the Midwest Conference championship. Earning all-conference honors are Julie
Liebich, '01, Cathy Kempen, '01, Katy Roll, '01, Courtney
Miller, '03, and Sally Schonfeld, '02.
h ttp://www. law rence.edu/m edia/sportsnews/

November 1q9q
Heinz Fricke, musical director of the Washington Opera.
conducts the Lawrence Symphony Orchestra in a petformance of Richard Wagner's "Ride of the Valkyries" as the
opening guest speaker of the University Convocation series.
During the convocation Maestro Fricke receives the
honorary degree Doctor of Fine Arts from President R ichard
Warch.
http://www.l awrence.ed u/ news/convos/99-00/ frick e.shtml

Under the auspices of A Center for Theatre, Education, and
Research (ACTER), five British Shakespearean artists from
such companies as the Royal Shakespeare Company. the
National Theatre of Great Britain, and the BBC Shakespeare
Series present Shakespeare's Twelfth N(f!,ht in the Stansbury
Theatre and work with Lawrence students, including all
sections of Freshman Studies. Claire Marchionne, a member
of the company, also performs Tlte H11111a/l Voice, a onewoman play by Jean Cocteau.

In conn~:ction with the l'Xhibition "Modenmt Print' llJCHl1lJSS," tht• \Vri-;ron Art Center Galleries present Timothy

ltlk·y. '92. spt·aking on "Pam ted Music: Kandimk). 5ch6nbcrg. and tht• Art of rhe Abstract... A fom1er education <lsw;cant
and conct•rt coordinator .1t the Metropolitan Mmeum of
Art/Thl' Cloi'\tl'f'i 111 New York City, Riley has leccured
extensively on .1 vam·ry of toptcs, including the <:ompkmencaty aspects of medieval art and music.
Lawrence's annual J<lZZ Weekend opens with jazz singer
Kevm Mahogany, performing \Vith the Lawrence University
Jazz Ensemble and the Jazz Singers. Also on the weekend\
program ts Arturo Sandoval, trumpet. Other 1YlJ9-2000
attraction' 111 the Performing Arts at Lawrence jazz Serit•s are
saxophomst Kenny Garrett in February and pianist McCoy
Tyner in Apnl.
bwrence Theatre\; T enn r play IS TmnslatiOIIS. by Brian
Ftiel. directed by Timothy X. Troy. '85, assistant profes-;or
of theatre and dr.1m.1. [n December. Tmuslatious 1s sdecred
for presentation at the Kennedy Center/ Amcncan College
Thc.ltrt.' Fcstl\'al region.1l festival in Milwaukee, ,,·here three
of its actor' are -;elected for the Irene Ryan Acting Compcti .
rion. Later. the Term lll play. TI1e Liule htws. 1s an as-.ooate
entry, w1th two actof'i chosen for the 200 I Ryan Compt'tltion.

Lmrenn: \ eighth annual Kwanzaa celebration commemorate-; traditioml African-American culwral heritage and
:m ,trenev.; 111 a program that inclmks aurht•ntic AtTicanAmcrican cuisine. music b) Kmbviwo. Ll\Vrl'tKl''s popular
pcn:usston ensemble, and traditional Africm dances pertonned
by studt•nt'i from around the world.
A perf(mnance by the internationally acd,umt•d Trio Rachmaninoff opens the third season of the Bjorklunden Music
Series. The ten-part series showcoses perf(mmlncc-, of f:'lculty
members and students of the Lawrence Const•rvator}. lleld
on Sunday afternoons in the Great Room of the l3JbrkJunden lodge, the concens are open to the public \vithout
charge.
http://www.lawrence.edu/about/bjork/music.shtml

Howard Niblock, professor of rllU\Il, k.H.h .1 four-p.m Art"
Ac.1dem) adult class titled H 'eird l T'111ds: ll'hclt 's "17wt Pmo11
Playit~f!~. in which he exanunes a group of r.1rdy he.1rd wind
instruments. includmg the Heckdphont•. tl'noroon. tluglehom, sarrusophone. and othef'i.
At tt'i January meeting, the Board of Trtt'\tt•es recetveo; an
intenm report from the Task Force on Rcsidemial Ltt(: .md
chargl's the group to develop a detatled piJn for n.!o;idential
life and a timetable for its implementation.
www .lawrence.edu/taskforce/reslife/i ndex.sh tm I

The A. B. Felgemaker Orf,'tlll, opus 930. J two-manual.
nine-stop in'>trumcnt built in I 903, is purchased from the
OutagamiL' Histoncal Society and installed in the balcony of
Lmrence Memonal Chapel. It is played for the fir•;t time in
rhe Dt·ccmber J concert "An Italian Chmtma ... " featuring
the Lawrt•nce Concert Cho1r and Chorale. conductt•d by
Rtchard Bjdla ..ls\ociatc professor of mu'>ic, and the Wmd
Ememble lkm, conductl'd by Robert Levy. profe-;,or of
ll1l1SIC.

www. lawrence .edu/aboutltrads/felgemaker.shtml

5tudent-. 111 Geology 09: flltroducthm to Etl[lironmctltal Some('
mount a poster -.elision in Riverview Lounge to prc'ient the
findings from thl'lr tcnn-long 'iCf\'lCe-leammg proJect on the
tssue-; related to the problem of Polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCB,) in tht• Fox River.

ldnudr\' .2000
A si\.-part lecture series, "Another American Ccnttlly?"
spon,orcd by the Lt. William Kellogg Harkins, Jr., Values
Program and the MoJmlr Polvolny Lectureship 111 International <-:,cudies, begms on January 10 and continues through
Febru.tr") 24. S1x national scholar<; share their perspectin·s on
whether tht• Umtt•d States will remain the world\ domin.mt
'iupefJ."~OWCr.

"Claiming Title - Australian Aboriginal Artists and the
Land." :m exhibmon in the W1iston Art Center Gall erie-..
opem with a lecture by Laurel Bradley. director of e-xhibitions at C.1rleton College.
www.lawrence.ed u/news/wri sto n/9900/claim ing. h tm l

Timothy Troy. ·ss. assistanc profes,or of tht•.ttre and drama.
discmseo; the multtple roles hio;corical resl'nrch pl.tys in
'ucct•s.,ful theatre producttom in a M.un H.1ll Forum titled
"The Director as Historian: Bnngmg rhe P.\st ro Life on
the 5tage."
The Lawrence Arts Academy rcce1ves a spet:ul project grant
tTom the Mr. Holland's Opus Foundanon to acquire mu<;ical
instrument\ for its Enriched Instrumental lmtructwn for
ll mong Children program. Started in 191) I, thl· six \.vcek
summer progTam offers school-age H mong students music
instruction and preparation for Khool hand progra1m. In
addition, the Ell program is named one of 40 national scmtfinaltst-. tor the Coming Up Taller Award gi' t•n by the
President's Committee on the Arts .md the I lum.lllltles.
www. lawrence.edu/communityll uaa.shtml

Pulitzer Pnze-wmning historian JamL'S Me PhL·ro;on. the
George Henry Davi., Professor of Amcncan H1stol'\ at
Princeton University and author of Bcltt!t Ct)' <!(freedom:
'Ill<' CiJJtl II m Em. addresses a Uni\ eNt) Convocation on

the subject "Drawn with the Sword: Reflections on the
American Civil War."
http://www.lawrence.edu/ news/convos/99·00/mcpherson.shtml

Nearly 800 people on 60 off-campus and nine on-campus
teams take part in the 35th edition of the Lawrence University
Midwest Trivia Contest. Some 364 trivial questions are
asked during the 50-hour contest that runs from 10:00 p.m.
on a Friday until midnight Sunday.
http://www.lawrence.edu/aboutltrads/trivia.shtml

Lawrence students exceed their goal by 25 percent, raismg
more than $15,000 for the local chapter of the American
Cancer Society at the second annual Relay for Life. Nearly
200 students participate as members of 18 teams; during the
seven-hour event, members of each team take turns walking
or jogging on a track.
A Pre-Medical Workshop, "Preparation and Application
Strategies for the Professional Schools," features commentary
by seniors who have been successful in their graduateeducation searches.

february 2000
March 2000
Guatemalan novelist Gaspar Pedro Gonzalez examines the
history of Maya literature in a bilingual Main Hall Forum.
Gonzalez, author of the novels A Mayan Life and Retum of
the Maya, delivers his address in Spanish, with Susan Rasyon,
'79, lecturer in Spanish, serving as English translatOr.
Bertrand Goldgar, professor of English and the John N.
Bergstrom Professor of Humanities, discusses the attitudilJ.al
evolution of plagiarism from the 1700s to today in a campus
lecture titled "Plundering the Past: Imitation and Plagiarism
in the 18th Century."
John Medeski, keyboardist of the jazz trio Medeski, Martin,
and Wood, and drummer Bob Moses present a concert in
Memorial Chapel, sponsored by the Conservatory of Music.
Mortar Board sponsors a year-long series of "First Chance,
Last Chance" lectures, featuring new arrivals to Lawrence in
their first public appearances and retiring or departing
members of the conununity in their last. First-year faculty
members Julie Hastings, assistant professor of anthropology,
and Eugenie Hunsicker, assistant professor of mathematics
present lectures on "Little to Gain, Much to Lose:
Guatemalan Testimonials of State-Sponsored Rape" and
"What Is Non-Euclidean Geometry?" respectively.

Complementary productions of The iVIarriage of Figaro - the
play by Beaumarchais and the opera by Mozart - are staged
in February and March by the Lawrence Theatre and Conservatory Opera programs, respectively. In addition to offering
a distinctive experience for campus and local audiences, the
two performances provide Freshman Studies students the
opportw1ity to read, see, and hear The Marriage of Figaro
in two different contexts. The play is directed by Mark
Dintenfass, professor ofEnglish; Timothy Troy, '85, is stage
director of the opera, and Bridget-Michaele Reischl, associate professor of music and the Kimberly-Clark Professor of
Music, is its music director.
Some 40 Lawrence students, in three separate groups, spend
their spring breaks in service activities that include working
on the Heifer Project's ranch in Arkansas, delivering medicine and other supplies to a school in Paraguay, and helping
with a Habitat for Humanity building project in Georgia.
The first University Convocation of 2000 features former
Senator George Mitchell, who presided over the negotiations
that produced the 1998 "Good Friday" peace agreement in
Northern Ireland, sharing his insider's perspective on the historic accord under the title, "Making Peace."
http://www.lawrence.edu/ news/convos/99·00/mitchell .shtml

Joe Tennis, '98, a graduate student in library science at Indiana
University. speaks on "Method, Space, and Lumping in
Knowledge, Organization, and Gender Studies," sponsored
by the Gender Studies program and PRIDE, the campus
organization for gay, lesbian, bise}.'Ual, and transgendered
individuals.
The men's swimrniJ1g and diving tean1 captures the conference
championship, and the women's team places second. Both
men's and women's basketball teams advance to their conference tournaments, and the men's squad goes on to the
league title game. Three Lawrence wrestlers Ross
Mueller, '01, Scott Fischer, "02, and Andy Kazik, '02 compete at the NCAA Division Ill championships, and
fencer Jeff Peyton, '01, returns to the NCAA fencing championships for the third consecutive year.
http://www. lawrence.edu/media/sportsnews/
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Barbara Lom, '89, a visiting assistant professor at Bowdoin
College, delivers a lecture titled "Wiring the Brain."

April .2000
The 24th annual International Cabaret features a buffet-style
international meal and performances by the Sambistas, as well
as Indian, Latin American, Caribbean, and African dancers
and an international fashion show.
Alan Keyes, a candidate for the Republican presidential
nomination, visits the Lawrence campus a few days before
the Wisconsin primary, to hold a "Renewing America
Rally," during which he delivers an address and conducts a
question-and-answer session.

The Lincoln Reading Room (page 43)

David Oc;hinsky, professor of history at Rutgers University
and a specialist in modern American history, discusses the life
of Senator J oseph McCarthy and his impact on American
politics and society in the 1950s in a Phi Beta Kappa Lecture,
"The McCarthy Years Revisited."

Two physics majors, Angela Kopp, '0 1, and Cindy Regal,
'01, are named recipients of a prestigious national academic
fellowship, the Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship. They are
the fourth and fifth Lawrence students in the 12-year history
of the program to be named Goldwater Scholars.

The week of April 17 is officially proclaimed Classics Week
at Lawrence. Events include talks by David Matz, '69, professor of classics at St. Bonaventure University, "Athletic
Superstars in Ancient Greece"; Randall McNeill, assistant
professor of classics, "Bread and Circuses: Public and Private
Entertainment in Ancient Rome"; and Daniel Taylor, '63,
the Hiram A. Jones Professor of Classics, "Olympia and the
Olympic Games: 776 B.C. - 2000 A.D."

A dedication ceremony is held for the new J ohn G. Strange
Student Commons in Main Hall. Made possible by a gift
from Mary A. Strange and named for her late husband, who
was president of the Institute of Paper Chemistry and a
Lawrence trustee for over 50 years, the common room is
part of an on-going process of refurbishing Main Hall that is
scheduled to be completed in 2002.
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Luke Chorazy (21 ), '00, fires a pass in the 1999 Homecoming game against Beloit.

Audiences at the fir<>t two of four Lawrence Theatre performances of Lillian Hellman's The Little Foxes arc invited to a
spcctal post-show panel discussion in which faculty members
from the history department and the gender studies program;
a representative from the Multicultural Affairs office;
the play's director, Katherine D udley, assistant professor of
theatre and drama; and several student cast members participate in a forum titled "Power-Brokering Through Race
and Gender."
The college community commemorates Earth Da) with its
second annual "Reduce Use Earth FestivaL" a day-long
ecological extravaganza that features interactive educational
presentations, a swap meet, a float parade/competition for
Appleton elementary-school students, live music, and a trash
cleanup of the banks of the Fox River organized by members
of Greentire, Lawrence's student environmental awareness
organization, and an.·a volunteers.
"Kwality Art Show," an exhibition of recent work by Yumi
Janairo Roth, sculptor and assistant professor of studio art,
opens in the Wriston Art Center Galleries with a talk by the
artist.
http://www. lawre nce.edu/ news/wriston/99 00/ kwa lity. html
The Lawrence Alumni Association of the Fox Valley
Region and the Career Center collaborate to sponsor a sy mposium that brings alumni and students together to explore
the career field of arts administration. The panel, moderated
by Fred Gaines, the James G. and Ethel Barber Professor of
Theatre and Drama, features five alumni representing careers
in art mmcum'>, theatrical companies, and arts fund-raising.
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Lawrentians are among the six finalists in the Arthur
Poio;ter Competition for Organ held in Syracuse, New York.
Paul Weber, '00, is awarded second-place honors for his
performance of works by Bach and French composers
Charles-Marie Widor and Olivier Messiaen. Elena Derzhavina, '99, is also a finalist; like Weber, she was a student of
George Damp and Wolfgang Ri.ibsam, the former and
current university organists, respectively.
T\\0

A traveling company from the Guthrie Theater in Minneapolis
g1Vcs two performances of Shakespeare's A .\Jidsummer
,'\·(~ht's Dream in Stansbury Theatre, in addition to conducting workshops and impromptu theatre tutonals for Lawrence
students.
The Wild Space Dance Company of Milwaukee, a modem
dance ensemble, brings to campus the premiere production
of Da11ci11p, Alo11d, an evening of dance compositions based on
contemporary fiction. [n 2000-01, the Wild Space company
will begin a two-year appointment in residence at Lawrence.
David Visser, '89, a chemist/group leader at Aldrich Chemical Company, presents "An Alumni View ofWorking in the
Chemical Industry" as a chemistry department seminar.

Believers, a musical play by J essica Fogle, '00, is premiered. In June, Fogle is graduated cum la11de in independent
'f11e

study and in course.
The annual Richard A. Harrison Symposium provide'> a
forum for the presentation of original scholarly research and
writing b) outstanding students in the humanittcs and social
sciences. The one-day event is named in mcmory of the late
dean of the faculty, who was one of tt'> founders.

A Steinway piano, the gift of Robert A. Dickens, '63, is dedicated as the Gladys Tves Brainard Memorial Piano during a
recital played by Michael Kim, assistant professor of music.
Professor Brainard taught piano at Lawrence fi·om 1919 to
1951 and continued to give private instmction until 1961 .

Latin American novelist Isabel Allende receives the honorary
degree Doctor ofLiterature at the annual Honors Convocation,
at which she concludes the 1999-2000 University Convocation
series with the address "Stories and Drean1S."
h ttp://www.lawrence.edu/news/convos/99-00/a llende.sh tml

Alumnus Philip J Burck, '58, a research chemist retired from
Eli Lilly and Company, presents a chemistry department
seminar on "The Role of Chemists in the New Millennium."
Proceeds from a charity car wash sponsored by the Lawrence
University Volunteer and Community Service Center are
donated to the Housing Partnership of the Fox Cities, Inc.,
and a Peace Corps education program in Kenya that provides
information to teenage girls on the prevention of AIDS and
early pregnancy.
h ttp://www. lawrence.ed u/co m munity/vol.shtml

The new Lincoln Reading Room in Seeley G. Mudd
Library, dedicated in May, is home to two collections of
Civil War and Abraham Lincoln materials totaling some
1,600 items and donated by L. Keville Larson, '20, and
Robert S. French, '48. Creation of the Lincoln Room was
made possible by gifts fi·om Robert French and Betty E.
French Fleischer in memory of their mother, E. Bertha
Andersen French.
http://www.lawrence.ed u/ li brary/archives/lin col n.s h tm l

Ashley Haase, '61, Regents Professor and head of the
Department of Microbiology at the University of Minnesota
Medical SchooL presents a Science Hall Colloquium, "AIDS
Vaccines: Opportunities and Obstacles."
The 1,670th anniversary of the founding of Constantinople
is marked by a faculty panel discussion titled "A New Rome,
A New Era: Constantine the Great and His Legacy." In
addition, a rare siJver medallion of Constantine the Great,
specially minted in 330 for the dedication of Constantinople,
is on public display. The medallion, a recent gitt to
Lawrence, is a part of the Ottilia Buerger Collection of
Ancient and Byzantine Coins and is exhibited with several
other fourth-century gold and silver coins.
Lawrence softball players Mindy Rueden, '00, and Janae
Magnuson, '00, are named to the National Fastpitch
Coaches Association AJl-Great Lakes Region team, and
Rueden is selected as Midwest Conference North Division

Player of the Year, the fourth consecutive season a Lawrence
player has earned that honor.
http://www.lawrence.edu/m edia/sportsnews/

The Task Force on Residential Life, nearing the conclusion
of its two-year assignment, notifies the Board of Trustees
that it will be presenting a final report with recommendations on housing, food service, and campus life to the Board
at its October 2000 meeting.
www. lawrence.ed u/taskforce/reslife/j u nOO_status.shtm l

The Lawrence Symphony Orchestra, Concert Choir, and
Chorale are joined by the White Heron Chorale in pertonning
Brahms' Requiem.
The final exhibition of the year in the Wriston Art Center
Galleries showcases the work, in a variety of media, of senior
art majors.
http://www.lawrence.edu/news/wriston/9900/seniorart2k.shtml

Jun~

2000

The 21-member Lawrence University Jazz Ensemble is
named co-winner in the college division of the Jazz Big
Band category in Down Bear magazine's 23rd annual student
music awards contest. The award is Lawrence's ninth overaU and fifth in the past seven years.
Construction scaffolding appears on Lawrence Memorial
Chapel as structural repairs begin on the building's familiar
steeple, a campus landmark second only to Main Hall's
cupola as a visible symbol of Lawrence University. The
steeple project is the latest in a series of renovation efforts
made possible by gifts from Dorothy S. Hoehn, including
most recently a beautifying "make-over" for the chapel's
lobby, rcstrooms, and balcony stairwells.
Lawrence University is named a recipient of a 2000 Circle
of Excellence Educational Fund-Raising Award by the
Council for the Advancement and Support of Education.
Lawrence is one of only six private liberal arts institutions to
receive what is considered to be the most distinguished
honor in the development profession.
President Warch announces that Takakazu Kuriyama, LL.D.
'93, who attended Lawrence in the m.id-1950s and went on
to become Japan's ambassador to the United States, will
return to the college in September 2000 as a Stephen
Edward Scarff Memorial Visiting Professor and will spend
the first five weeks of the Fall Term teaching a course on
The Post111ar ]aprmese-American Relatio11ship.

Mter an extensive review of the college'.;; general education
requirements, the faculty votes to adopt a revised set of
requirements that will go into effect in the 2001-02 academic
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Friends of Charlie Arnold, '01, congratulate him on his selection as Homecoming Royalty in 1999.

year. The last previous change in requirement~ took place in
1985. Under the new plan, students will be expected to complete course work in three categories: distributio11, requiring
cou~cs in all four divisions of the curriculum; diversity, requiring both cou~es that focus on non-Western cultures or global
issues and cou~es that focus on dimensions of diversity of
importance within the United States; and competl'I1C)', requiring courses designated as writing intensive, speaking intensive,
emphasizmg mathematical reasoning or quantitative analysis,
and developtng proficiency in a foreign language.
Charles F. Lauter, retiring dean of off-campus programs and
intem.ttional student advisor, is asked by the Class of2000 to
speak at their Baccalaureate event during Commencement
Weekend. Lauter's topic is "Values as Verbs," discussing the
appropriateness of moral education to a liberal education.
Also retiring in 2000 arc Alice King Case, lecturer in studio
art, and Frederick Gaines, the James G. and Ethel Barber
Professor of Theatre and Drama.
Robert Boyle, social studies teacher at Shellsburg I Tigh
School, and Robert Peterson, science and mathematics
teacher at Frederic High School, are honored at Lawrence's
Commencement with the Outstanding Teaching in Wisconsin A ward. Secondary-school teachers from Wisconsin
schools are nominated for the award by Lawrence scn1ors
who were their students.

-14 vVitttcr 2000

Also at Commencement, Bruce Pourciau, professor of mathematics, receives the University Award for Excellence in
Teaching, and Brigetta Miller, C '89, assistant professor of
music and director of music education, receives the Young
Teacher Award.
www.lawrence.edu/ deptlfacul ty_dean/ teaching/awards.shtml

Honorary degrees at Conm1encement arc presented to singer
Shirley Emmons, '44, Doctor of Fmc Arts, and author
Lorrie Moore, Doctor of Literature. In kcepmg \\.lth the
Lawrence tradition, each delivers a short message to the
graduates.
At the annual Alumni Convocation during R eunion Weekend, eight alumni receive special recognition from the
Lawrence University Alumni Association. Honored for distinguished achievement are Mary D inauer, '75, H . Michael
Hartoonian, '60, David Sackett, '56, and Henry A. Spille, '54.
A. Jack H afner, '50, and J eanette Schmidt r less, M-D '60, are
recognized for service to society, and Andrea Stephenson
Bletzinger, '40, and H elen Buscher Franke, '60, receive
awards for outstanding volunteer service to Lawrence.
Gregory Volk, vice-president for development and extemal
affai~, reports that, for the third year in a row, a fund-raising
record was set in the 1999-2000 fiscal year, with more than
$21 million in gifts received from private sources, including
a new record for The Lawrence Fund at S2. 9 million.

Among the more than 1,000 items donated by Robert French, '48,
to form the nucleus of the Lincoln Reading Room collection in
Seeley G. Mudd Library (page 43) is "The Council of War,"
depicting President Lincoln, flanked by Lt. General Ulysses S. Grant
(left) and Secretary of War Edwin M. Stanton (right), examining
General Grant's plan of operations for the Am1y of the Potomac.
Created by American sculptor John Rogers (1829-1904), the painted
plaster sculpture dates from 1868 and is 24" in height. At a time
when it was in vogue to have parlor statuary in the home, Rogers
created high-quality durable plaster statuary well within the financial
reach of many for whom marble or bronze statuary was not.
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William E. Beringer, ·so
Angela M. Bier, '98
Margi Briggs-Lofton, '76
Betty Domrose Brown, M-D '47
Kathleen W. Callaghan, C '99
Mary L. Carlson-Mason, '72
John R. Chandler. '77
Elizabeth Van Buskirk Deckman, '85
Diane Bass Greatwood, C '53
Todd W. Hausmann, '85
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Peter G. Kelly, '87
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Andrew D. McNeill, '79
Victoria Moerchen, '86
Sarah E. Morris, '01
Jo Howarth Noonan, '78
Mia T. Paul, '95
Kelly Carroll Rhodes, '89
Soozung W. Sa, '89
Jessica Seaberg, '00
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Lawrence 1926
Lucy Lewis McEathron and her husband.
Carroll McEathron, '30, are living happily
in an assisted-living facility in LaJunta,
Colorado, where their daughter lives.

ce •g ......
Rebecca Quam Engquist, Williamsburg, Virginia, writes that " I do lots of
reading, pby lots of bridge, and still enjoy
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china painting, which has been a favorite
hobby for many years."
John and Ida Turner ('30) Leadholm
Live in Minneapolis, Minnesota . John celebrated his 93rd birthday in August. "Long
years ago," he writes, " l took piano lessons
from Gladys Brainard, and I still play."
E. G. "Jerry" Scheurman, Tomahawk,
is a member of the advisory board of the
Boy Scouts council in JanesvjJJe, is active
in the United Methodist Church, and
serves on three local commjttecs.

Lawrence 1930
Norma Balgie Brenzel, New London,
writes that she is "enjoying an active life
at age 92."
Ernestine Johnsen Chipley, Boca Raton,
Florida, since retiring from teaching voice
and music education, has been painting in
acrylics and has been in many art shows.
John R. Newbury, Appleton, w:~s honored as the oldest living graduate of
Burlington High School and participated
in the dedication of a new high school
building in September.
Barbara Sitnmons Webster and
Edmund R. Webster, ' 39, live in Waupaca and have six grandchildren, two of
whom are Lawrence graduates. Barbara
plays the organ at St. Olaf's Church in
Amherst.

Milwaukee-Downer 1930
Sesquicentennial Reun1on,
October 12-14, 2001

Lucy Wang erin Ruedt, West Bend, has
lived at the Cedar Ridge Retirement
Campus for 11 years. She was a member
of the Friday Club, a group of from 12-17
Milwaukee-area Downer graduates fi·om
the Classes of 1928-32 that met regularly
the first Ft;day of each month from 19311993.
Ruth Maurer Yordon, Medford, New
Jersey, writes: "Duplicate bridge, reading,
and the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra
are my main interests - after fami ly!"

Lawrence 1931
Neal W. Klausner, Grinnell, lowa, is
professor of philosophy emeritus at Grinnell College. An avid golfer, he writes: " [
can still shoot my age (93) or under, if the
conditions- i.e., body, mind, weather,
cou rsc, economy, digestion, politics, and
state of the union - are in good shape.
This concurrence of events is rare but not
impossible."
Marion Wiegler Langlais, Menasha,
writes: "Professor Edna Wiegand, in her
class on Greek and Roman archaeology,
inspired in me a lasting curiosity about
ancient civilizations, which I have been

fortunate to satisfY in my later years not only in Greece and Italy but in China,
Egypt, Russia, Scandinavia, Spain, and
most ofEuropc."
Eleanor Michels P almer, H offi11an
Estates, Illinois, moved to The Devonshire
of H offinan Estates in June. She celebrated
her 90th birthday in September.

Lawrence 1932
David W. Rockw ell, Wellesley, Massachusetts, is active in nonprofit and town
efforts to provide affordable housing and
home care for seniors.

Milwaukee-Downer 1932
Sesquicentennial Reunion.
October 12-14, 2001

Margaret Engelking Sheahan, San
Antonio, Texas, turned 90 in September
and is enjoying her life at the lnn at Los
Patios, a retirement community in San
Antonio.

Lawrence 1933
Joseph A. Kexel, Sun Prajtie, volunteers
at a senior activity center, including some
intergenerational project~.
Gerald W. Schomisch, San D iego,
California, and his wife, Anita, enjoy the
cruises that sail from and return to San
Diego, and they take at least one a year.
He writes: "l continue to volunteer and
enjoy playing duplicate b1idge."

Lawrence 1934
Elizabeth Berger Chittenden, Lakeport,
California, is the volunteer manager of a
thrift shop.
LuciUe Sch w artz Oosterhous, Silver
Spring, Maryland, was a teacher for four
years in Wisconsin and 19 in Maryland.
She has had three children's books
published, as well as some poetry.
Low ell Rey kdal and his wife, Margaret,
spend summers on Deer Lake north of
Tomahawk and winters in Panama City
Beach, Florida.
Elizabeth Gosnell Stewart, Aubum,
Alabama, has nine grandchildren and 21
great-grandchildren.
Alicemay Whittier Watson, St. Paul,
Minnesota, and her husband, Dennis, go
sailing in the Apostle Islands from their
cabin on the south shore of Lake Superior.
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Burt E. and Gwendolyn Johnson ('36)
Ashn1an, Tyler, Texas, have "many
children, grandchildren, and greats nearby
- we have a large family and get together
often."

i
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Milwaukee-Downer 1935
Sesquice n te nni al Re u nio n
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Blanche Lamm Abraham, St. Petersburg, Florida, is in good health after
recovering from a total hip replacement,
due to a bicycle accident in 1998. She
retired from her career as a dietician and
now does volunteer work.

Lawrence 1936
65 t h Re un ion.
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Vernon E. Beckman, Lk·lla Vista. Arizona, and his wife, Alice, cdebrated their
60th wedding anniversary \\ irh a dirmer at
the l3ella Vista Yacht Club attended by
about 60 relatives and friend'>, including
their four children and cherr spouses, four
grandchildren, and four grc.lt- grandchildren.
Genevra T h ome Bcgg has .111 .lpartmcnt
at Morrow Memorial I lome in Sparta.
Vio let Rusch Bradberry, Milwaukee,
resides in the independent living section
of the Alexian Village retirement complex
and takes part in group activities there.
Malcolm G. Bishop, Spring Hill,
Florida, is active in the Order of the
White Shrine ofJerusalem, an organization of Masonic-affiliated men and women.
Alois F. C herney, Silwr Spring, Maryland, and his wife, Myriam, attended their
granddaughter's gradu.ltion from the Air
Force Academy in June and then spent
the summer at their cabin on the Menominee R iver.
E lizabeth Ashe Koon, l3edford, Massachu-.ett~. although now kgally blind. plays
the piano for !>ingalong. at locll nursing
homes.
Marion Lemke, Kauk.luna, i-; the author
of Let the Horse GalfClp, a book about traveling
in the United Kingdom and Europe by
rented car. She also hn~ had travel articles
published about touring the Pacific,
Africa, South America, India, and Nepal.
David Mewaldt, La Crosse, taught music
for a total of 42 ~ yea~ - 12''1 in high
schools and 30 at the Univer;ity of
Wisconsin- La Cro~se, \\here he served
ten years as chairman of the Department
of Music.

Milwaukee-Downer 1936
Sesqu i ce ntennia l Reunion
Oc ocP r 12 14 1001

Lorraine Wolfe Eskew, Bethesda, Maryland, took an educational rour to London
chis summer on the Ql!. 2, ~pomored by
public broadcasting stattolh, to study the
relationship between the United States
and Britain during World War II.
Nancy H. Hoar, Sumter, South Carolina,
attended a convention of thl· Women's
Overseas Service League in Phoenix,

Milwaukee-Downer alumnae living in the Tucson area gathered for lunch last March to hear news from
the campus, reminisce, and share common experiences. Pictured from left: Ann Bumby Fallon. M-D '40,
Jean Alexander Koskinen. M-D '53, Dorothy Brach Barrett, M-D '49, Sallie Keen Smith, '50, Jane Klade
Taylor, M-D '53, and Doris Williamson Voigt, M-D '40.

Ari7ona, in July. She worb one day a
week in her brother's law office.
E lizabeth A. O lson, Falls Church,
Virginia, writes: "Oh, the ye.11~ scurry
past, we agree/ 64 since we left M - DC/
But as long as we last/ We wi ll cherish th:tt
past/ It helped make us the best we can be."

Lawrence 1937
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Elizabeth Frye Carr , Sarasota, Florid<l ,
and her husband, Frank, spend '>trmmers
on 13tg Cedar Lake in West l3end. They
love co travel, have been around the
world, and were headed for Scotland in
September :tnd planning to go to South
America in January and February.
Hazel L. Dunne, Dousman, retired afler
29 Yl'ars with the American Appraisal
Company in Milwaukee and 31 year-; as
organist of the First Congregational
United Church of Chri~c in O conomowoc.
She lives rn the Masonic Health Care
Center in Dousman.
Robert O'Boyle, Naples, Florida, as of
this past summer, has attended 13 year. of
l3jorklunden Seminars: "ThcSl' arl' always
stimulating - the best thing Lawrence has
ever done for its alumni."
Karl E. Sager, Green Valley, Arizona, a
registered patent agent and professional
engineer, is retired from the KimberlyCl,trk Corporation and doing consultant
work in concept management.
Ruth Schuettge Wood, Dalla\, I cxas,
and her husband, Bill, live in a home for
senior citizens ncar one of their daughters:
"We arc enjoying it here, where we can
be a~ active or inactive as we please."

Mi I waukee-Downer 1939
Sesauicentennial Reunion,
Octo
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Anne V . Adler, Milwaukee, a retired
college imtructor in economics, spends
summers at her cabin on Chain o' Lake~
in Waupaca and says she enjoys having a
circle of D owner friends in Milwaukee.
J an e Seaman Gair, R eseda, California, is
busy with her hobby/ business of doll
collecting and selling and has presented
program' on collecting to community
groups.

Milwaukee-Downer 1942
Sesquic~>nt~>nnial

Octob=>r
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Reunion,
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Joan Fisch er Burnham, San R afc1el,
Califo rnia, retired in 1982 from a high
school teaching career that also included
teaching English as a Second Language to
Saudi Arabian women and teaching
Gemtan to c.lplains at Fort Benning who
were about to be shipped to Germany. In
recent year; she has translated rwo book\
from German to English.
Helen Wing Dicke-Krivacek, Two
Rivers, is a vol unteer teacher at a nature
center and plays in a ch urch bell choir.
Grace Linkman Taylor , Colorado
Sprin!:,rs. Colorado, enjoyed a cruise to the
Canary l<>lands with her daughter in
March and a tour of Nova Scotia and
Newfoundland m August.

Milwa ukee-Downer 1945
Sesquicentennial Reunion,
October 1 14, 7.001

E loise Bender J ohnson , Concord, Ohio,
reports that she ha<; had three careers:
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speech therapl'>t, health food \tOre owner,
and imurance agent. H er volunteer roles
tlus year have included C hri~tian education director, historical society docent,
member of AAUW, actres~ and director
of Little Theatre, and coordinator of a
soup kitchen.
Ruthmarie M a ck Lawre n z . 13elle:Ur,
Florida, volunteers at a food panrry and is
active in her chu rch, working in the
office, being involved with the Women of
the Church, and serving on the personnel
council.
Marna Bec ker Pinkham , Milwaukee.
went to
itzerland in Scptt•mber for an
Elderhostd program calleJ "Sw1ss Train
Trek" and plam a January trip to the
Pacific coast of M exico.
Nancy Balster Sc huler, Lake Placid,
Florida, and her husband, C harles, travel
between Florida and Canad<l each year,
fishing, doing photography, and occasionally working up photojoumali'>m pieces
about their -;ummer adventure., for a small
Canada public<ltion.
Dorot hy Kluge Timm, Ddaficld , retired
from dietetics in 1985 and has filled an
active retirement with civic duties, volunteer
activitie~. <lnd travel. She has Vl'>itcd every
U.S. ~tate and 30 countries on five continents, including China this p.1st summer.

s....

Milwaukee-Downer 1946
Sesquicentennial Reunion,
Octob r 12· 4 2001

D or o thy Langacker Dorfinan, M1lwaukee.
is retired from the English dep.u tment of
the Milw<~ukee public school -.y~tcm.
Shirley Vog t Rogers, Austin, Tt•xas, and
her husband, Douglass. went to Spain in
October on their 12th Elderhostel (first
international one), studying "Art and
Nan1re in the Medieval Pyrenn·s."
Doris A. Stilwell, Washington, D.C.,
who retired in 1986 from the Central
Intell igence Agency, has since ~crvcd on
the board of directors of the C IA R.etirec
Association and now voluntl'Crs at the
Washinb'tOn National Catlwdral.

Milwaukee-Downer 1947
Sesquicentennial Reunion,
October 12 14, 2001

Mary C utle r Ellsw o rth, Pisgah Forest,
North Carolina, enjoys gardening, taking
advamagt· of a long growing season, cooking for large and small group-. at church,
and collecting and reading cookbooks.
Phyllis W e ika rt Greene, Granville,
Ohio, runs her own business, R.i vcndell
Financial, Inc. She was unabk to attend
Milwaukee-! )owner Reunion Weekend
in October because she wa' in Lexington,
Kemuck~, for the futurity hame'i!> race.
P a m V oj ack H ahn. o..,age Beach, Mis-
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-.ouri, owns and manages Casual Concepc..
Amy Uchimotor Naito , Costa Mesa,
Cali fornia, in Scptelllber, attended an
Elderhostel service program, working at
the Sky City Communi ty School on the
Acoma Indian R eservation in New M exico.

Milwaukee-Downer 1948
Sesquicentennial Reunion,

0 tober 12- 4
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N ancy Bump Ande rson, H artfo rd , took
a 16-dny trip to Scotland this summe r
with her son, daughter-in-law. and b'l'.lnddaughter.
Suzanne Sims Fo rrest , Ajijic. MexiCO, i-;
program director for a local concert series.

Mi lwaukeeMDowner 1950
Sesquicentennial Reunion.
Oc obe 12-14 ?.001

Marilyn Giese B o nneson. Brookfield,
and her husband. Garland, \·isited H awaii
in I999 and in September 2000 sailed
from Athens on ,1 11 Eastern MediterrJnean
c ruise that included a private visit to the
V.1tican.
Anne Dunst D e Lco, Wauwato~a. wri te~:
" I used my food-. and nutrition degree to
raise six well-noumhcd children! I have
enjoyed concentrating on my kids and
now on the 13 grandchildren ."
B a rbara Stolzoff E de lson, Portland,
Oregon, has been a n interior designer,
working in homes and offices, for 22
year;.
Audrey Gilg , (),aka, Japan, has taught
since 1969 at B aiku Girls School, <It a
j unio r/senior high school. a junior
college, and a fom-ycar college and also
was a lay chaplain at L3aiku Women's
College. N ow retired, she meets with
,1dult Japanese "omen for English conversation; assists at the YMCA, where she IS
vice-president thi-. year; plays the organ;
,IJld sings in a church c ho ir.
M a rilyn Fie dler H ayman, M aide n
R ock, Minnesota, spc lll 20 years as an
e lementary teacher and ten doing speCia leducation research for the Minneapolis
public schools. She i' mvolved in political
,lctivity regarding properry rights and
\pends her free time gardening.
M ary Hess H eizer , Springfield. Virgini.1.
worked as a n adjunctive therapist at the
Mcninger Foundation in T opeka, l<ansa~.
before marriage, then was a homenukcr
and mother to four children until going to
work again i11 the Office of T raining tor
the Central Intelligence Agency.
J a ne Rumpf Knig h t, Wauwatosa, taught
:1rt for 28 yea rs in the Milwaukee public
\chools and at the University ofWio;comin
- Milwaukee. Mt. Mary Collegt\ Alvcrno
College. and the Milwaukee Art Mmcum.
Sht• maintains a \tudw, has had five one-

or two-pt'l"iOll gallery show-. since I990.
and also writes short \torit·s.
P a tric ia B oerner Mue ller , Boscobel, h.1s
four children and eight w;~ndchildrcn. the
oldest of w hom, B e tha n y Duffy, is a
member of the C lass of 200 I at Lawrence.
P atric ia D unham Prestin . Orlando.
Florid,t, retired after 35 yt',IP• of teaching
at Pineloch Elemcmary School and now
voluntt·ers .1s a tour guide.
Shirley E rnisse Putna , Albuquerque,
N ew Mexico, retired in I995 as administrative assistant in the Dcp.1rtment of
Child and Adolescent Psychiatry at the
Univl·n.iry of New M exico and is working on an honors thes1~ 111 ,lrt at the univer;ity and planning an art ~how for 200 I.
Sa llie K een e Smith, Tucson, Arizona, is
an associnte bro ker with R E/MAX
Cata lina Foothills Agency.
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D a vid M . Bo ehm , who spends winters
in Missio n, Texas, and !> LIIlllll Cr"li in
M adison, reports that his hobby of caning
chairs has developed into a small part-time
bu)iness.
Geor ge T h . Diam andopoulos, L3oston,
M a.,~achusem, professor of pathology at
Harv.trd M edical School, is directing a
new course ~or fourth-year m edical
stude nts titled Rer1isiti11g Bi(lllll'diml Scie11ces
muf Ptllltoh~llY· w luch include~ a section on
human value~.
Nan cy Fry Fitc h , Santa Cmz, Califorma,
and her hmband. Stuart, arc <~ctive in
church activities and H abitnt for Humanity.
Robe r t C. Hanisch, El mhurst, Illinois, i~
president of HTC, lnc., w hic h sells
Reistop, a laboratory counter material.
Ric h a rd D . H elke, Waus.1u, 1\ owner and
president of Helke Furniture CompanyEthan Allen lmeriors.
Shi rley P o meroy H e rndon , Little R ock,
Arkama~. i~ a founder of the Little Roc k
c hapter of Parents, Family, and Friends of
Lesbians and Gays (PFLAG).
E d ward T. Kan aya, H onolulu, H a\vaii,
and his wife. Uetty. celebr.1tcd their 53rd
wedding anniversary in August.
M arc A . Kre m ers, Burke, Virgirua, was
.111 infon11ation officer for NASA in the::
I900s, working on the M ercury, Gemini,
and Apollo programs. In 1970, he began a
new caret•r working in akohol treatment
programs in the Greater Wa~hington,
D .C., are.1. Now retired, he and his wife,
Marion, have three children and two
grandchildren.
Robert E . M cCo y. M ason City, I owa.;~
retired orthopedic surgeon, devotes his
rime to re,roring and -..wing homes and
other 'lmctures either de,igned or builr by
Frank Lloyd Wright.

il ltt/1111 i 1oday
James B. Sinclair, Savoy, Tllinoi~. is
president of the board of the new
Spurlock Museum of World Cultures.
secretary of the board .ll1d newsletter
editor for the Greater Community AIDS
Project, an active member of the Rotary
Club of Savoy, professor emerit11s at the
University of Illinois, and a supporter of
the perfonning arts at the unive~ity and
in the community. H e aho is a consultant
in plant pathology and ~ccretary of the
board of dirccto~ of a small privatl'iy
owned oil and gas company.
Carol Ingham Stern , S:tint Loui\,
Missouri, and her husband , John, have
moved from a house on an acre of land to
a condominium.
Thomas C. Van Houscn, Minneapobs,
Minnesota, i~ "casing into retirement" as
an architect. He has served as a member
of the board of director\ of the American
fn stitute of Architects and as chairman of
the National A.I.A. H eadquarte~ Building
Committee.
James L. and Nadine Knoke ('53)
Wilch live in Waukesha, where he is
pastor of St. Mark's Lutheran Church.

M•lwaukee-Downer 1951
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Sue Pepper Joys, Valparaiso, Indiana, is
vice- president- elect of the Indiana HospitaJs and H ealth Auxiliaries Association and
will become president in two years.
Anita Ohlsen Wald-Tuttle , N evada
City, California, works with her daughter,
M aret, creating fa ntasy f.1iries, elves,
gnomes, fairy godmothers, angels, wizards,
and C htistmas characters for saJe in their
Tanglcwood Forest Gallery.

Lawrence 1952
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Donald F. and Marilyn Gonia ('51)
Weber live in Milwaukee. Lynn, who is
retired a~ social services director at
Milwaukee Family H ospital. is an active
volunteer fund- raiser, reading tutor, and
mento r and serves on the board of an
opera club. Don sells cut flowers to florists.

Milwaukee-Downer 1952
Sesouicentenni~l
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Joyce Hardaker Patrick moved from
Illinois to H enderson , Nevada, in 1998.
Sally Hubbard Paschal and her husband, Donald, ha,•e retired back to Charlottesvi lle, Virginia, where they met 45
years ago.
Rightie Revercomb Pappenheim,
Menomonee Falls. is secretary of the
Library Friends organization and active in
fund- raising for a new library.

Matrix redux
The nine- piece jazz group Matrix, fou nded at Lawrence in 1974, made its
first publi~ appearance in eight years at the Neenah Jazz Festival in September. Matnx, pictured above in its l 970s incarnation, toured widely and
made a total of five recordings before disbanding in 1980. A commission in
1992 brought a brief return; stiU, the group's "Millennium R eunion" in
Neenah _was~ for many people, a long-awaited and eagerly anticipated event.
Pe_rfomung ~n September were J ohn H am10n, '57, keyboards, composer;
!"'hke H ale, 74, first trumpet, flugclhom, and percussion; Jeff Pietrangelo,
74, second trumpet, flugelhorn, and percussion; Larry Darling, '76, third
trumpet, flugelhom, keyboards, and voice; Kurt Dietrich, '73, tenor trombone, keyboard; Brad MacDonald, bass trombone; Randy Tico, bass; Mike
Murphy, drums; and Tom Washatka, reeds (sitting in for original reed man
Joh n Kirchberger).

Mi I waukee-Downer 1955
Sesauicentennial Reunion ,
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J oan Bailey Aker, N orth Lake, and her
husband, Don, recently helped with the
Pram R egatta, a sailing day for kids 11
and under, part of a sailing school on
North Lake.
Laura Freund Avedon, Santa Fe, New
M exico, is chair of the curriculum committee for the local Elderhostel and also
teaches a storytelling course.
Betty Heistad Barrett, Huntington,
W est Virginia, has completed her allowed
three terms on the city council but still is
acti\'C on the Urban Renewal Authority,
EmpowemH!Ilt Zone Board, and a
committee on police/ minority relations.
She i<; president of a coalition for the

homeless and a member of some 12 local
and state boards, including the governor\
task force on housing.
Peggy Muh s Crawford, Oklahoma C ity,
Oklahoma, home-schooled her oldest
granddaughter in the sixth grade last year.
Ann Becker Crockett, Scarborough,
M ai ne, is a psychologist/ psychotherapist in
private practice.
Suzanne Friedley Duffy, Chicago, is cochair of the new members committee for
Fourth Presbyterian Church.
Beth Grosskopf George, Sun City West,
Arizona, is an avid walker and active in a
community 13ible study group and in her
church .
Barbara Frederickson Grummel,
Milwaukee, retired from the Social Security
Administration in September.
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Valerie O lsen Huhnke, Elm Grove,
retired last year from the Humane Animal
Welfare program in Wauke:.ha.
P atricia Lux Kipperman , Omaha,
NcbrJsb, reports that she i'> learning to
walk .1gain after a very bad leg-break three
year<; ago. She volunrecrs for the Osteogenesis l mperfccta Foundation.
Sunny Klurfeld M endeloff, M ilwaukee,
is a psychotherapist at Columbia Hospital.
Molly McClellan P y nn , Christianburg,
Virginia, before retirement, managed the
family fi1nn, worked as a land-use administrator, and later was a tour guide in
Fredl•ritksburg. Today she does volunteer
work at a hospital and for the Republican
Party.
J an et N eese , Sun City West, Arizona,
sing. in a choir and other ensembles, is in
three lundbell choirs, serves as church and
choir librarian, and is an elder in her
church.
Marlen e C rupi Widen , Milwaukee, is a
social worker specializing in adolescents.
Gloria Neihous Wiener, Glendale, is
director of the Reading/ Learning Center
and a'>sociate professor in the reading/
language arts department at Cardinal
tritch College.

Lawrence 1958
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G. Russell C lapp, Knoxvi lle, Tennessee,
and his wife, Carol, moved into a new
house in the foothills of the Great Smoky
Mountains in January 1999 ,111d visited
California tlut October, just in time to
be in Palm Spring., 65 miles from the
epicenter of the 7.2 earthquake.
John W . Moore, Amherst, Massachusetts.
i~ protcssor of psychology at the Universit) of Massachusetts.
John R . and Patricia Ann W erling ('60)
O wen lin.· in New Milford, Connecticut
but spend about one-third of the year
trawling in their 32-foot motor home.
John t\ .Ktivc in the leadcrship of their
church, ..ings in the choir, is a director
of Unitcd w~'Y <llld the New Milford
Hospital, and drivel> other pcople to their
medic~ll appoi ntmems.
David J. W ege, Naples, Florida, has
joined the Naples Philharmonic Chorale,
which performs l'Xtl'nsivcly with the
Naples Philharmonic Orchestra.
Elisabeth S. Wilton, McLean, Virginia.
has her own comulting bu~iness, specializing in cros\- cultural assessment for job
placement, manageml'nt training, and
comultatton on cross- cultural i%ues.
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chaim1an international of Credit Suis~e
Fim Boston. An outstanding football and
track athlete .It La\\ renee, he was elected
to the Lawrence Inten:ollegiare Athletic
Hall of Fame this year.
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James Mattern, Crayslah-, Illinois, plays
trombone with the Chicago Lyric Opera
and is pre~idt•nt of thl' Chicago Brass
Quintet, now in its 36th year, that tours
extensively throughout the United States
and internationally and has produced six
recordings.
Prudence Schmjdt Meyer is an apartment manager/ owner in Minneapolis.
Gail M eier Reiman, R ichardson, Texas,
retired in November as a medical technologist at Presbyterian Hospital of Dallas.
Marilyn Low Schmitt, Los Angeles,
California,has been "' orkmg to make her
father"s p~ycluatric legacy, rhe Abraham
A. Lo\\ Insmute, better known by creating a website (ww\\ .lowmstttute .org).
Marilyn spent a great summer - five
weeks across the U.S. on back roads and
ten day'\ driving slowly to and from
Berkeley for the Early Mu~ic Festival.
This fall she embarked on a two-month
wand~:r through Europe.
Karla Struck T obar, Wilmington,
Delaw<1rc, is d irector of group travel for
Ambassador Travel.

M ilwaukee-Downer 1960
Sesouicentennial Reunion.
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Helene Such anek Borchert, Le Sueur,
Minnesota, i~ a data processor at the
Minnesota Valley l lealth Center.
Joan Lorenz B ystol, Green Valley.
Arizona. is organi\t and llllhic coordinator
for Desert Hillo; Lutheran Church.
Rita Gasser Kidd, Rtchland Center,
serves on the Ctt) council for the Cit)' of
Richland Cettter.
Virginia Vance Kunkel, Amtin, Texas,
a kindergartt'n teacher in the Round
Rock Independent School Dimict,
received the diMrict\ 2000 Elementary
Teacher of the Year award.
June Goldschmid Thiesen , l lazelhurst,
teaches at Nicolet Area Technical College.
D iane Codding to n Turner, Kokomo,
lndi.ma, is retired fi·om the YMCA,
where she developed a preschool. She
writes: "Volumeer work, tennis, cooking,
and entert.1ining fill my timl', along with
.1ctivc church lift•."
C aro lyn W estgaard W oolley, Kailua
Kona, Ha\\ait, has retired from the
practice of o cc up~mon.1l ther.lp), and she
and hmb.md D.m have mo\ ed m the big

island of Hawaii, where they live overlooking the eighth brreen of thl· Kona
Country Club and Keahou 13.1y.
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Katy Ghawi Ibrahim, We~t L1t:1yette,
Indiana, is admjnistrator of international
programs in abrriculture at Purdue University and also advise'> the Organi7ation of
Arab Studen ts.
Barbara Edens Mayhew , JctTerson, is
production manager for Aztalan Engineering, Inc.

uwaukee-Downer 1964
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N icole Scheel Buser, Freiburg, Germany,
is an English tutor at the l3cl-.ta\ Lmgu.agc
School. In January, she completed .m
ad,·anced degree in ped.1gogy, t,tken in
German. Her thesi' was on innovative
programs for advanced education for
semors.
Mary Gibbon Nortman, Oshko\h, is a
registered occupational therapist for
Cooperative EducatiOnal Services Agency
6. She and her husband, Ted, \pent 70
days this past ~ummcr lOuring A la~ka.
Benita Downer Rountree, Shan H ills,
New Jersey, is director of human resources
for the United Natiom Association of the
U.S.A., Inc., in New York City.
Barbara Hoffman Runyan, Thomasville.
Georgia, is a clinical dietician at the
Turning Poim Care Center, specializing
in eating behaviors rel,ltcd to mental illness and substance abU\l'. Shl· also serves
on the board of the Department of Familte\
.md Children\ Services.
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Mark D . N orthrup , Ktrkland. Washington, has been named by the journal
Washill,{/1011 Lllw and Politics tO its list of
Super Lawyers :woo. I le is .1 partner with
Graham & Dunn in Seattle.
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Brian and Ann Stake ('80) DuVall live
in Sewell, Nev. Jer~ey. Ann is communications specialist for a New Jersey state
senator. and I3rian i., executive director of
the New jer'>ey State Aquarium ,It Camden, where he h.1s worl-.ed tor I I years.
Ann also serves on the bo.1rd of trum~es of
the Home Port Allt.lllce. lhe organization
selected by the Na''} to ,\S\umt· responsibilit)• for convertmg thl· b.mbhtp l ·.s.s.
S ew j ersey into .111 educational mmeum
and n·teran~ tlll'tnonal.

4111111111
Basil D. Georgiadis, Tinker AFB, Oklahoma, i' operation' officer for the Defense
Disrriburion Depot in Oklahoma City.
Earlier this ye,lr he was assigned to Camp
Bondstecl, Kosovo, for sl.x months.

Lawrence 1980
Lynne McCollum Staley, Naperville,
IUinob, is the author o f <l new book, In
Death Is tltc Scm:t to Li(c: A Tribute Joumal,
publi ~ hed in June by Tribute Journal and
available at amazon.com.
Roy and Sh elly Briggs ('81) Underhill
live in Ellll Grove. Shelly is a pathologist
at West Allis Memorial llospital, and R.oy
is home-schooling their rwo c hildren.
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Steven P. Adamski , St. Paul, Minnesota.
is deputy di~trict counsel for the Anny
Corp~ of Engineer>.
Su san Gartman Ahnjeld , Mitchell,
South I),JJ...ota, received the M aster of
Music dcgrt•e in vocal perfonnance injuly
1999 and has joined the music C1culty of
Dakota Wesleyan university. H er solo
career has included pertom1ing the Mozart
Rcqui1'111 with the Milwaukee Chamber
Orchestra and a solo recital for the
C hicago Pro Am Concert Series.
David M. Becker, Pacifi c, Washington,
works in the estate-planning group of
Perkins-Coie LLP in Seattle.
Robert B. Blasia, llouston, Texas, is presidem of We~tem Litigation Specialists, Inc.
Dawn Baumann Brunke, Wasilla,
Alaska, is editor of Alaska I Vel/ness .\lagazine.
Kristine Hoover Beshire, Newport.
Oregon, i'> a clinical ~ocial worker in
private practice.
Julio Camarena-Villasenor, Nc"' York,
i~ executive officer of the United Nations,
re~ponsible for inter-agency policy, compemation, and budgets for regional offices
and pean.·ket•ptng opl.'ratiom.
Gail Martin Coleman, Delafield, graduated from M arquene University in 1999
with a degree in physician assistant studies
and now is a phy~ici.111 assistant in the
emergency room of the Oconomowoc
H ospital.
David H. C urle, Minneapolis, is a sen ior
ana ly~t with Outsell, Inc.
Kathleen M. DeMets, Middleton, is
manager of customer as~i'\tance and records
for Madison Gas & Electric Company.
Ann S. Derse. Brookfield, is a business
analyst for M& I Data Services.
David E. Eddy, Mill Valley. California, is
western region.ll sale<> manager at First Call
Corporation.
Lisa Hollensteiner Egger. Edina, Min-

foda)'

James L. Matchefts,
J dfer.on City,
Mis\ouri, ts general
coumel U)r the Mis'louri
Dcp,ntmcnt of H igher
Education.
Tim othy P . Melchar t ,
Whitefish Bay, is cha ir
of the psychology
department at
Marquette University.
Peter J. O lsen , Index,
Washington , is a potter.
David and Kathryn
Reed-Max.ficld ,
D ecorah, Iowa are o n
the f.1cu lty .u Luther
Collegt·. Kathy teaches
piano and harpsichord,
and David teaches
environmcmal philosophy and fcmtmst philosThe Danskin Tnathlon m July required participants to swim 800 yards,
ophy.
bicycle 15 miles, and run five kilometers. Pictured at the finish line after
E lise Swenson
all that are (from left): Beth Pedigo Sullivan, '14, La Crosse, Wis.; Juli
Sanders, R.tverdale,
New York, is a psyMarshak Kent, '76, Downers Grove, Ill.; and Ann M. Dykstra, '14,
chotherapist in private
Pittsburgh, Penn. Sullivan and Dykstra had planned to meet in
practice.
Naperville, Illinois, and compete in the event; they were happily
Ann
Kathryn
surprised to find Kent also among the 80 or more participants.
Matthews Schneider,
C ulver C ity, California,
is administrative mannesota, and her hmhand, Tom, are both
ager of the Getty Grant Program of the J.
e mergency-room physiciam.
Paul Getty Trmt.
Jack and Julie Folz E rkilla moved in
Mahnaz Alikha n Shabbir, Stilwell,
1999 from Milwaukee to N ewburgh,
Kansas, is vice-pesident for strategic
Indiana, w hen Jack becamt• .1ssistant
planning and conununicatiom at Carongeneral couthel for American General
delet H ealth, a health-care :.y5tem in the
Corporation.
Kansas City area.
Bernard A. Haen, Sturgeon Bay, is
Keith G. Smedema, lndian,tpolis,
marketing director at Therma-Tron-X,
Indiana, is an air-trafllc controller.
Inc., and writes a wt·ekly bowling column
P a ula Jane Smith Shega , Akron, Ohio,
for a local newspaper.
is a licensed clinical counselor in a middle
Kathryn C. H enry-Choisser, Richschool.
mond. Vtrginia, •~ owner and director of
Anne Tews, Lewiston, Montana. is a
Coincidence Fine Art\ Gallery and partfi'>heries biologist with the Montana
owner of the Ea'y Street Rc,tauram and
Department of Fish, Wildlife, ,1nd Parks.
also paints in her own \tudio.
Michael J . Updike , Newburyport. MassJ essica Grover Hollembaek, I fanscom
achusetts, is a designer for the tableware/
AFB, Massachusetts, i~ a Mary Kay
tabletop company Mariposa and also a
Cosmetics ski ncare consultant and an
sculpto r whose work was recently exhibactive vocal pnformer.
ited at Merrimack Collegl'.
Diane M. Kawczynski, Virginia Beach,
Jenny McKibben Verner, C h.111hassen,
Virginia, is c horal director ft)r the Norfolk
Minnesota, who has moved nine times
Public Sc hool~ and working on adminiswhile working fi)r Cargill, Inc., is pleased
trator certificatio n through the University
to be settled ncar her f.1m ily in Minnesota.
of Virginia.
David J. and Julca Totzke ('82) Wille
Eleanor Kerlow, T.tkoma Park,
live in Vernon HilJs. Illinois. Dave is
Maryland, i'> m.nketing director at Mordirector of human re\Ources at llcwitt
gan, Lewi., & 13ocJ...nt\, LLP.
Associates.
John A. MacElwee, Detroit, Michigan, i~
Julie Sanvidge Young, Lebanon, Ohio.
vice-prestdcnt f()r marketmg and commuis children's libratian at the Lebanon
nications for the Iktroit Symphony
Public Library.
Orchestr.l.
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Mike lngala, '96, and Anne Pope, '98, were married at the Fox Valley Unitanan Umversalist Fellowship in Appleton on May 22, 1999. Among the wedding
guests were (from left): First row Miriam Hall, Nikki Nikruto, '99, Tara Tilbury, '96, Allison Walter, '97, Tara Rullo, '97, Becky Brieseme1ster, '97, Jon Howe,
'96, Kendra Nolte, '99. Second row Lari Kiple, '98, John Yi, '96, Kala Peebles, '96, Dave Hsu, '98, Natalie Denton Parks, '96, Charis Rose, Leah Lembke, Annee
Pope lngala, Mike lngala, Leslie Askew, '00, Eric Westphal, '96, Nate Volkman, '97, Jenny Good, '99, Aaron Beardsley, '98, Josh Severson, '97. Third row
Neal Fox, '99, Dave Vander Ploeg, '98, Jeff Bartleson, '97, Sarah Oshe1m, '96, Jeff Diebold, '96, Frank Rucker, Jared Parks, '96, Sean Hinga, '96, Jereme Barn~s, Casey Carlson, Erin Burke, '99, Josh Barney, '96, 11 Loos, Brett Kroeger, '99, Giff Laube, '99, Shakeel Sutarwala, '96, Pierre Devaud, '98, Pete Wagner; '99,
Tim Weber, '99, Matt DeRuyter, '97, Selena Nichols, Phil Rozak, '96, Tim Beck, '99, Chris Kattenburg, '99, Paul Guinea, '98, len Lockhart, Mary McNamara,
'98, Ben Bemsten, '97. Not pictured Eric Warner; '95, John Kokoszka, '95.
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Jeffrey W. Bissell, Beijing, China, is
resident director of School Year AbroadChina.
Amanda V. Hanson , Lombard, Illinois,
is administrative assistant to the dean of
Northern Oaptist Theological Seminary.
David A. and Susan Schmidt Robertson
arc currently in Singapore, where he is on
assignment from Cargill, Inc. Susan is a
children's book reviewer and author.

Lawrence 1 983
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Robert J. Greene is a bass trombonist
with the U.S. Air Force in Europe Band
at Sembach Air 13a'e in Germany.
Jay C. Kellner, 13artlett, Illinois, is director
of chor,1l activities at Ncqua Valley High
School. The NVHS music department was
designated a Grammy Gold Signature
School by the National Academy of
Recording Arts and Sciences Foundation
for the 1999-2000 school year.

Lawrence 1984
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Patrick J. Grogan , R oscoe, Illinois, is a
geologist with Mis~man, StanJey & Associates in Rockford, Illinois.
2 0th R
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Antho ny P . G rade and Megan Burdick-
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Grade, •90, have moved to Appleton
from the San Francisco area. Tony is a
medical undenvriter for Guardian Life
Insurance, and Megan is a psychotherapist
for Fox Valley Pastoral Counseling.
David Larkin, Seattle, Washington, is a program manager for Microsoft Corporation.
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Hilary Staack Armstrong, Neenah, is
manager of scheduling and logistics for the
Gilbert Paper Company.
Muhammad Asif, San Jose, California, is
a research and developmem engineer for
Komag, Inc., which manufactures datastorage media used in disk drives.
Erik D. Brainard, St. Charles, Illinois, is
x-ray product manager for Loma International and travels often to Brazil, Argentina,
Chile, and the United Kingdom.
Steven R. Broshar, Minneapolis, i\ an
applications tkveloper for B-Tree Systems.
Melora Bailey C umberland, Port
Edward~. is band d irector at Port Edwards
High School and also freelances and
teaches harp.
John A. C urtis, Macomb, Illinois, is a
market gardener and teacher.
Elizabeth L. Darner, St. Louis Park,
Minnesota, is photo lab coordinator at
National Camera Exchange.
J ean ette Miller Everson, Madison, is a
famtly phy~ican and climcal professor with
VW Health and Physicians Plus.
Colin Fisher, Chtcago, completed graduate

school at the University of Calitornia,
Irvine, in 1999 and is teaching U.S. history
as an assistant professor at DePaul University.
Angela Roehr born Geydoshek, West
Bend, is an elementary-school music
teacher in Slinger.
Ann Heiman, Glenview, Illinois, acted in
the Midwest premiere of Sam Shephard's
Simpatico and also is sales director for a
small company.
Wendy C. Hill and Steven M. Jung
moved to Appleton in 1999 when Steve
became head track coach and assist,ml
football coach at Lawrence. Wendy is a
pediatrician in practice wtth ThedaCare
Physicians.
Laurie T . Hines, Dallas, Texas, passed
the bar exam and nO\\ " working in Fort
Worth for the National Labor R clatiom
Board.
Amy Hirt J acobs, Uuffillo Grove, lllinoi<>,
is a lower-school instructor at Quest
Academy and working toward a Master of
Education degree at DePaul University.
Maria Schwefel Johnson , Crystal,
Minnesota, completed a master's degree
in human resources at the University of
St. Thomas and now is a learning and
development specialist for the St. Paul
Companies, Inc.
Craig H . Kellenberger , Cudahy, is
director of orchestras in the South
Milwaukee School Dtstrict.
Amy Neubert Ketcham, Mount Tabor,
New Jersey, is camp and famtly director
at the Summit YMCA.
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Liesl Engebretson Larson and J eff, ' 91,
live in Virginia Beach, Virginia. Jeff is a
bas~ instructor for the U.S. Army.
Catherine Micari Michmerhuizen,
Broomfield, Colorado, is a sales director
with Mary Kay Cosmetics.
Amy C. Miller, Chic,\go, tc,1ches sixth
grade "in a great licclc school on the
southwest ~ide of Chicago with a mostly
Mexican student population" and is
completing a master's degrl't' in language,
literacy. and specialized instru ction at
DePaul University.
C hris Moody, St. Charles, Missouri, is
chair of the mathematic' department at
Francis H owell North lligh School and
aho is the \·arsity assistant on the boys and
girb volleyball teams and co,lch of the JV
hockey team.
Kenneth J . Petersen , Kirkland, Wa~luog
ton, is account manager, vertical sales, for
Virtual i-o, fnc.
G regory A. Petit, Appleton, is a partner
in the law firm of Kachinsky and Petit.
Thomas F. Radtke, Ocoee, Florida, is
working toward a master's degree in computer infonnation systems and is employed at
Coleman Research. an aerospace company.
Heather Bush Sanford, Shell, Wyoming,
is a middle school coumdor.
Kelly A. Schmidt, Rego Park, New
York, is a finan cial comu ltant for Salomon
Smith Barney.
Alan M. Schultz, Minneapolis, Minnesota,
is operations planning manager for a division of Chart Industries.
Mark D. Smith, West Allis, is a financial
analyst at Safway Steel Produces.
E lisabeth Mach Stanley, Willowbrook,
lllinois, is a senior staff ~peci,1list in revenue management tor United Airlines.
Laura Vosika Stack, Breberton, Washington , is enrolled in a teacher-certification/master's program, teaches private
mmic lessons, and plays with the Buz
Whiteley Big Band.
Patrick J . Wilkinson, Washington, D.C.,
1s a legislative analy~t for Con,l/rt'ssimwl
Quarterly's " House Action Reports,"
specializing in environmental and energy
legi~lation. He received tht· ma~ter's
degree in environmental ;md resource policy
fr·om George Washington University in
1999.
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J essica Alexander, Ypsilanri, Michigan, is
asc;ist;lnt professor of communications and
theatre arts at Eastem Michigan Univer~ity.

Kristin Alana Baum and J effrey Wiggins,
' 93 , live in Iowa City, Iowa, where she is
oflice manager for the University of Iowa

Stafr Cou ncil and a graduate c;tudent in
the Center for the Book. Jeff, an adjunct
tanllty ml·mber in French at Coe College
and account clerk in the Univer~ity of
Iowa Office for Study Abroad, ~~ founder
;lnd c.lptain of a coed Ultimate Frhbee
ream. ''Iowa\ Most Wanted," and volunteers for <l non-profit organization that
brings fi)lk and world music acts to Iowa.
Carl Carter-Schwendler , Kirkland,
Wa~hington, is a software desi1,rn engineer
at the Microsoft Corporation.
Kristynn Fields-Schmitt, Gumee, Illinois,
i~ n1.111.1ger of database marketing for
Moore Re~ponsive Marketing Services.
J oanne Henderson, St. Louis, teaches
violin ,1nd is chamber music coordinator
at the St. Louis Symphony Community
Mu~ic School.
Matt Houston, Louisville, Color;ldo. is
controller for the retail division of Fresh

representa ti ve of Conscco Securities, Inc.
Julie Rodemeier, Milwaukee, received
the M aster of Arts degree in 1998 and
now is an m'ltruccor in art history at the
Milwaukee lmmute of An and Design.
Evan T . Voboril, Chicago, is attorney
for Great American Insurance Company.
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Carol R. G ray, West Allis, is a sales
representative for McLeod USA in
Milwaukee.
Jason A. Ramay, Logan, Utah, graduated
fi-om rhe University of Texas at Amtin 111
1997 with a Ma,tcr of Architecture degree
and now i~ an intern architect \\ ith Jensen
Haslem Architects.
C hristine Mitchell Schertz, West
Lafayette. Indian,\, received the Ph .D. in
chemistry from Purdue University in l998

Lawrentians in attendance at the wedding of Kristen A. Monahan, '97, and Andrew Miller, '96, on
October 23, 1999 in Atlanta, Georgia, included (from left): Holly Metzler, '97, Chris Zimmerman, '96,
Elliot Stith, '96, Joya Rajadhyaksha, '97, Julie Feldkamp, '97, Steve Gruber, '96, Kristi Lorentzsen, '97,
Tonya Lobato, '97, the bride, the groom, Rick Canaday, '96, Jessica Baumgardner, '97, Scott Sobota,
'96, Ross Lipari, '96, Becky Briesemeister, '97, and Matt Helland, '97.

Producl' Sportswear. A doctoral candidate
at the University of Colorado, he ,tlso
perform~ locally and nationally ciS ,I j.IZZ
musiciau and percussionist.
Peter and Nancy Broeren Leschke live
in Appleton. He is director of creative arts
for Chri\t the Rock Community Church,
and ~he ic; marketing/publications officer at
the Outagamic County 1-!i,toric.ll Society.
Thayer Reed. Madison, recc1ved the
M.S. degree in educational admini\tr.uion
from the University of Wisconsin Madison in May and now is executive director
of the Madison Children's C hoir.
Jonathan C. Renner, Hartland, is a registered

and is a research mvesrigator for SSCI,
Inc. In October, she delivered a Science
Hall Colloquium lecture at Lawrence o n
"Cryslals and Drugs: The Solid State
C hemistry of Ph,mnaceutica ls."
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Andrew D. Ager, Brooklyn, New Yorl-.,
is production manager for WorkingWoman.com.
Ognyan I. Beremski , Chicago. who
received the J.D. degree in 1999 from
Loyola University Chicago School of Law,
is an attOrtlL'Y with NEC Corporation.
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J e nnifer Friedma n , La Crmse, is con~un1cr health librarian at Gundersen
Lutheran Medical Center.
Steve and Kari Findlay ('97) H e il live in
Rehoboth, New Mexico. She is an associate planner with rhe Northwe\t New
Mexico Council of Go\ ernment.s, and he
is an art teacher at Rehoboth School.
St even J . M ech , Kohler, is general
lllanager of the regional sales office of
Sterilogic Waste System~, Inc.
Scott J . R e inha rd . W oodbury, Minnesota, is a graduate studcm in fine arts at
Hamline University and marketing consultant for the Dain Ramcher Corporation.
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Scot t Fuller , Kaukauna, <mistanc director
of admissions at Lawrence, a~st11ned the
new position of intemational student
advisor at the end of Jun e.
Sean R . Smith and Reb ecca L. Ska n e,
'97, live in H ouston, Texas. H e is a
geologist for Saxet Energy, and she is
executive admini)trative a~sistant at River
Oaks Financial Group, Inc.
Steven D. T eget, Sanford, Florida, is
stud)'ing to be a profe•\\ional pilot at
ComAir Aviation Academy.
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Mark R. F ermin, Everett, Washington,
is network administrator, tr.111sitional outcomes research, at the Fred I lutchinson
Cancer R esearch Center.
Amy Hasegawa McCullo u g h , West
Chester, Pennsylvania, received an M.S.
degree from the Univnsity of Delaware in
1999 and now is ::1 statistical modeling
analyst tor the Franklin Mint.
B a mbi Radecki, M;~diso n , is <l medical
student at the University of Wic;consinMadic;on.
r;\ 'l

Wisconsin- Madison in 1999 and now i~
a Ph.D . candidate at Stanford University.
H olly A. Metzler , Minne.1polis,
Minnc,ota, is administrative man,lger of
the Minnesota Museum of American Art.
Reb ecca L. Naidl, Circle Pines,
Mmm•sora, ic; pursuing a Ma\tcr of Social
Work degree at the Universit)' ofSt.
Thomas/ College of St. C atherine and i,
worki ng as a special educ::~tton assistant,
m e ntal health worker, and personal care
attendant.
Alex F. and Carolyn Lussow P a ul live
in Mad1son. H e is doing a om·- year
ckrkc;hip with a justice of tht• Wisconsin
upreme Court, and she is art collection
curator/ hi~wrian ar the School Renai~
sance lmtitute.
Kar e n B. Ruckman, Cambridge, Massachmetts, has completed a graduate
degree in piano petfonnance fi·om the
Longy School of Music.
Sara h Scho t t , C hicago, graduated from
Duke Law School in M ay and now is an
assoc1ate attorney in the corporate department of Wildman, Harnold, Inc.
N ilam C. Shah , Chicago. recel\•ed an
M.S. degree in biomedical engineering
from Northwestem Umver..1ty in June.
R ach el A . Strom , Appleton, teaches
English at East High School, works with
t he advance-placem ent progra111, advi~e~
th~· National Honor Society, coaches
foren~ics, and is actively involved with
the drama and music department~.
P hilip A. Truesd al e. Rochester,
Minne\Ota, is computer and data -b::~sc
support specialist at the M::~yo Chmc.
M egan E. Ward, Oxford, I:.ngland, IS
studying toward the M.Phil. degree 111
English ,tt Oxford University.
Sar a J. W egmann, Evanston, lllinoic;, ic;
in an M.B .A. program in organizational
bchavior at the Kellogg School of
Management, Northwestern University.
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Kristin M . B eringer, Appleton, is performance evaluation coordinator/ trainer for
Airadigm Communic.ttions.
Nicole Bushman , Appleton, is .m eighthgrade social studies teacher ;J l J. R. Gerritts
Middle School in Knnberly.
Suzanne M . Griffith , Chicago, is studying for a master\ degree in public service
management and working ac; grants manager at ChildServ.
Lori Hilt , Appleton, teaches psychology
and ESL social studies at North H igh
School.
Ayako Kamed a, Stanford, California,
received the Master of Science degree
in geophysics from the University of

Louis V. and Alissa Joseph C la rk live
in Gll'ndale Heights, Illinois. LoUie
ren·ivcd hie; master's degrt·e in public and
no n-profit institutions from St. C loud
State University in M ay and wa~ ~elected
as a presidential management intern with
lhe General Services Administr,ltion.
Ali\'>J received her master\ in crim inal
jmtice, also from St. Cloud State. in
December 1999, when she completed :111
internship wid1 the behav1oral sc1ence unit
of the Fill.
Stephe n E . Rodgers. New H .twn,
Connecticut, is a Ph.D. c.mdidate in
music theory at Yale University. In May,
be returned to Lawrence to present the
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paper "Comedy and Incongru ity:
Shostakvich 's Adaptation of Gogo)" at the
annual meeting of Music Theory Midwet. His article "'This Body Th.n Bc.m':
R oland Uarthe\ and Robert Schumann\
Krcis/aim111." wluch he wrote at L::~wrenct•
under the direction of Gene Biringer,
associate profec;c.,or of music, has been
published 1n the lndinna Tlteory Re11icfll.
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J oshua A. and E rin Haig ht ('00)
C hudacoff ,1re in M adison. H e is an ESL
teacher at La r olkttc High School. .md
she is a graduate student in educat1on.1l
policy stu tile, ,It the University of Wiscomin- Madl\on.

Births and Adoptions
CJ70
J o hn C hand ler, '78, and Mary, .1 daughter. Jennifer Thom~on, August 11, :woo
Andrew McNeill, '79, and H olly, a son ,
R yan Campbell, September 3, 2000
Ken ton R ose, '79, and Marie, a -;on,
Mason, May 18, 2000

1980
Elizab e th A u stin Asch , '81, and J meph,
a son, H en ry, 1997, a daughter, Victoria,
1999
Elise Swen son Sande rs, '81, and Ira. ,1
daughter, Phoebe Georgette. J uly I, 1998
Ann Kath ryn Schne ider , '81, and
Matthew, daughter> Sarah, 1994, and
H annah, 1998
Laura Simpson , '81, and J ames Wenzel,
sons Alexander, 1994, and Andrew, 1998
H ele n Snook, '8 1, and Steve Stratakos, a
son, J ohn Snook Str:ltakos, November
1997

Anne Tews, '81, .md William Gardner, .l
son Glen. 1998, ,1 daughter, Brooke. 1999
Kathleen Bublitz, '82, and J oseph Vcrcellone. a 'on, W11liam Bublitz Vercdlone,
March 29, 2000
R e b ecca Latorraca, '84, and Jean-Pit•ro
Sgriccia, J daughter, Isabella Caroline,
June 27, ::WOO
R e n ee Gora l B oldt, '85, and Tom, a
daughter, Clairt• Rene, August 27, 2000
J effrey J olton , '87, and Marcy Wood, .1
son, Joshu,l Aaron, May 30, 2000
Kristofer Swanson, '87, and Myrna, a
d::~ughter, Mikayla Rosete, June 13, 2000
H olly H. G uvenli , '88, and Gjokh,m, a
l>On. Emre Ev<ln, November 17, 1996
Lisa Shira h- Hiers, '88, and Scott, a
daughter, S.1rah Elizabeth R ose, March
17, 1<;199

Marie Schaffner, '88, and Winfi·ied
R eich, a daughter, Mary Sophta R.cicb.
Marc h 28, 2000
David M. Worley, '88, and Jane, <l
daughter, Gret.l Ellen Worley,July 10,

2000

Angie Roehrbom Geydoshek, '90, and
J cflrey, a daughter, Kristina Lee, May 13,
200()

Heidi Mouat Mendez, '90, and Ricky, a
son, J oey Andre\\, April 22, 1999
Cindy Campuzan o Zellem, '90, and
Edward, a son, Jack, Septembt•r 1998
J o hn ,\nd Sara Mladejovsky Deitrich,
both '91, a son, Samuel Garrett, August
15, 2000
Eric E. Palmer, '91, and Alexandra Seifert,
a <hughter, Lucy May1 Palmn, Ill 1996
J osh D. Chassman , '92, and Kate, a
daughter, Elise Winslow, June 29, 2000
Stephanie Trocdel Hathaway, ' 92, and
Paul, a ~on. William l3.mett, March 1~. 2000
Jason A. Ramay, '92, and Lynn Hunnicutt, a son, Matthew Carl R alllay, October 23, 1999
Brian Toomey, '92, and Judith , a daughter, Amelia Lynne, May 30, 2000
Scott Fuller, ' 95, ,lJld Tanya. a daughter,
Isabel June, June 2. 2000
Korey Krueger, ' 95, and Wendy, a son,
Anthony David. July 27, 2000
Mark Fermin , '96, and Rh ond:~, a
daughter, Anais Marie, August 21, 2000
Alex .1nd Carolyn L ussow Paul, both
'97, a daughter, Emily Ann, August 16,
2000

Anthony Gotter, '90, and Lauren. June
9, 2000
Brian Bartholmai, '92, and Aln:~nda,
April 3, 2000
J ason Ramay, '92, and Lynn H unnicutt.
March 7, 1998
C hristine Mitchell, '92, and Dt:rrick
Schertz, April 29, 2000
Stephanie Troedel, '92, ,md Paul
llathaway, April 24, 1999
Kelly Morris and Peter Huxmann, b oth
'93, October 2, I 991)
Rahul R. Kamath, '93, and Pavitra. JunL·
18, 1999
Keisha Ector, '94, and lly,t Kogan, June
26, 2000
Mark Gehrke, '94, :~n d Car olyn Joslyn ,
'96, M ay 20, 2000
E lissa Tucker, ' 94, and Pat Juckem,
'95, July 8, 2000
Lauren Ruth Wetzel, '94, and Tim I.
H anaman , June 3, 2000
Amy H asegawa, '96, and Kevin McCullough, Augmt 12, 2000
Sara Lyke, '96, and Matt Thierry, April

2000
Dina Marinberg, '96, and Nino
DiGiulio, May 30, 1999
Benjamin C. Campbell and Sarah C.
J ohn son, both '97, Augmt 2, :woo
Cassie Dunham, '98, and Judd 13owman,
July 8, 2000
Ian A. McLeUan, '98, and Lara Weber,
'99, May 2H, 2000
E lissa D avis, '99, and Tim Hoffinan, July

8,2000

Deaths
Marriages
Pamela Bolotin J oseph , '69, ,tnd Mark
Wmdschitl. August 2, 2000

qJo
Paul S. Kitzke, '73, and Pamela Gillen,
Novc:mber 21. 1999
Beth Schalten Merry, ' 78, and Joseph
Woodruff, N ovember 6, 1999
Ric ha rd J. Faust, ' 79, and Nancy,
October 1998
•

ft

Patrick J. Grogan, '84, and 13ctty,
October 23, 1999
David Larkin, '88, and Ekll<l, July I,

2000

Darcy Dabareiner, ' 90, and Eric Jahn,
July .31, 1999

..
Maurine Barnes Tumer, '23, lndi.mapolis, Indiana. April 7, 2000
Lael H. Westberg, '29, 1993. Survi,·or.
include hie; Jaughter-in-law. Frances Rul'Z
l3uclow, M- D '41.

,..

o~

Elizabeth Ruez Westberg, M-D '30,
Tucson. Anzona, May 20, 2000. Survivor.
include her daughter-in- law, Frances
Ruez Buelow, M-D '41.
Agnes Snell C rane, '31, Stillwater,
Minnesota, date unknown.
Esther Schauer Frar, '31, D over, Augtl\t
16, 2000
Carlton C. Taylo r, Jr. , '3 1, Su n City,
Ca lifornia, August 10, 2000. Survivors
include hi~ wife, Ruth.
Earl Tetzlaff, '31, Manitowoc, July I0,
2000
Marie Therese Kessler, '32, Manitowoc,
July 29, 2000

Phil Brick, '81,
,mociate professor
o f politics ,lt
Whitman
College, received
the Robert Y.
r Juno A'' an.l for
Dtstingui..,hed
Teaching in
Social Sciences al Whitman\
commencement ceremonies in
May. Brick, who holds master's and
doctoral degrees trom the University of California, Berkeley, joined
the Whitman f.1culty in 1990. An
expert o n the land rights movement
that <i\\'ept the country in the 1990s,
he h,l, done extemive research on
natural- resources policy and is
kn0\\11 on campm for taking his
students on field trips to Oregon
and Nevada that allow them ro see
firsthand what they study in class.
Brick was cited for being "the kind
of teacher every sc hool wants, every
parent wants, and every student
deserves."
Evelyn Lange Frey. '33, Huntington
Beach, Califomia. August 19. 2000
Norman L. Schmeic hel, '33, Milwaukee, July II. 2000
Carol Skowlund B leeker, '34, SL-.tttle,
wa~hingron. date unknown
E lizabeth A. McCosky, '34, Naperville,
lllin01~. May 22, 2000
Ruth M. Werner, '34, Santa Barbal-,1,
California, date unknown
H elen Terry Albrecht, M-D '36,
Durh.un, North Carolina, Augu~t 20,
2000
Mary J ane Seyk Kent, '3 6, Arlington,
Virginia, July 22, 2000
Martha Quandt, M-D '36, San Diego,
California, July 25, 2000. Survivors
include a niece, Sar,1 Quandt, '73.
Edward A. R eineck, '36, Summit Lake,
Augw.t 1, 2000. Survivors include his
wife, Ruth R agland R eineck, '40.
Sidney 0. Dutcher, '37, Appleton,
September I~. 2000
Phyllis Van Loose, '37, Santa Barbara.
CaJifornia, August 13, 2000

n.
Henry T. Bloss, '40, Benton, Ark.lmas,
July 15, 2000. Sur\'i\ ors includl· h1s \\ ife.
Norm,l.
Kenneth C. Buesing, '40, Sheboygan,
July :woo. Survivors include hi~ d.lllghtcr,

Ln11're11ce 'Jbday 1 1
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Susan Buesing Donnelly, '69; son-in-law
Shaun E. Donnelly, '68; brother, Ralph
Buesing, '49; sisters, Elaine Buesing
Hovde, '41, Shirley Buesing Hoge, '47,
and JoAnn Buesing DuVall, '57; brotherin-law Kenneth DuVall, Jr., '52; and
nephew, Kenneth DuVall TTI, '84.
Grace Strong Twinjng, '40, Arlington,
Virginia, date unknown. Survivors
include her husband, James E. Twining,
and her sister, Elizabeth A. Strong, '41.
Carl J . Waterman, Jr. , ' 42, Hanover,
date unknown
J ean Burke Mathews, ' 44, San
Clemente, California, September 15,
1999
Kay Melzer Muller, ' 44, Glen Ellyn,

:?.X.

~
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Commencement 2000
A few copies still remain of the VHS
video recording of Lawrence's 151st
Commencement, June 11, 2000, and
are avai lable for $25, including
postage and handling. To receive your
Commencement video, send a check
or money order payable to Lawrence
University to: Cindy Thompson,
Commencement Coordinator, President's Office, Lawrence University,
P.O. Box 599, Appleton, WI 549120599. Please allow four to six weeks
for delivery.

Illinois, April 22, 2000
Charlotte Blake N ick, ' 47, Northbrook,
Illinois, September 1, 2000. Survivors
include her husband, G. C. Nick.
Donald D . Palmer, Jr. , ' 47, Green Bay,
April 29, 2000

August 28, 2000. Survivors include
her husband, Rodney.
Mavis J. Moormann, M-D '56,
Milwaukee, July 22, 2000
B ernice Wujek Stech er, ' 56, Punta
Gorda, Florida, May 5, 2000

1950s

1980s

Harriet Lev Bild, M-D '50, Homewood,
Illinois, August 26, 2000. Survivors
include her husband, Gerald.
Margaret Earle Suhm, M-D ' 50,
Yakima, Washington, September 1998
Leonard P. Colvin, '51 , Butte, Montana, July 19, 2000. Survivors include his
wife, Janet jones Colvin, '49.
Marion MetcalfHoffinan, '51, Milwaukee,

Stephen B. N em acheck, '87, Milwaukee,
date unknown. Survivors include his
parents, F. Brooks ('59) and Barbara
Nemacheck; a great-uncle, Walter
Nemacheck, '33; and an uncle and aunt,
Ned K. ('66) and Helen Barshell ('67)
Nemacheck.

